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CONTENT OF THE STUDY 

This study investigates the possibility of application of Quality Function Deployment 
theory to annual policy management, and more specifically to the activities that are 
executed to set annual targets for the main indicators of performance of a company. The 
aim of the research is to give advise for improvement of those current activities at 
PEBEI-IC, a IC assembly plant of PHILIPS in Taiwan. 

This report is the result of a study, carried out to serve as a Masters Project for 
graduation at the Eindhoven University of Technology, Graduate School for Industrial 
Engineering and Management Science in the Netherlands. 
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SUMMARY 

Continuity in existence is a basic property of almost every long-term business plan of an 
industry, and for this property, sufficient sales of products are essential. A way to 
generate these sales is manufacturing products that meet rustoroer requirements. 

The activities of the company in this report, PEBEI-IC, concern a part of the processof 
manufacturing I C's (Integrated Circuits), namely with assembly of crystals into packages, 
testing of the ICs and warehousing for a part of the total distribution area. 

Marketing and direct contact with customers is no responsibility of PEBEI-IC. Therefore, 
information on rustomer satisfaction, rustomer complaints and rustomer requirements 
is mainly available through communication channels of the Product Division 
Semiconductors of PHILIPS. 

The process that is used to formulate annual policy at PEBEI-IC is studied in this report 
to look for possibilities to imprave it towards higher quality i.e. towards better support 
in continuity from a standpoint that anticipation on rustomer requirements is essential. 
The process of policy formulation is chosen, as this process defines the yearly objectives 
for the campany's most important performance indicators and closely related to that, the 
product aspects in a broad sense like delivery time, delivery reliability or service
performance. 

To do so, an alternative process for policy formulation is developed based on QFD 
(Quality Function Deployment) techniques. These QFD techniques are chosen as they 
have proved to be successful in application to the process of product development which 
is basically a similar process. According to the QFD theory of the ASI (American 
Supplier Institute ), the QFD theory deals with four matrices that provide information 
from rustomer requirements to production characteristics, according to the ASI 
(American Supplier Institute) view. Only the first matrix, in which rustomer requirements 
are deployed into engineering characteristics, is taken in account in this study. 

The QFD-procedure is developed in such way, that on one hand as much as possible of 
the QFD techniques are involved, and on the other hand, that the procedure is rather 
concrete and applicable for PEBEI-IC practise. When developing this procedure, it 
became necessary to identify the "rustomers" of annual policy, similar to the 
identification of rustomers for the future product in the QFD theory. In QFD-terms, 
rustomers are identified in a strategie consideration on which rustomers to target on for 
the new product. In the policy formulation process, four groups of rustomers were taken 
in account, namely the Product Division management, the National Organisation 
management, the individuals and organisations that are closely related to PEBEI-IC and 
finally, the marketing and sales organisations and the end-customers of the product 
division Semiconductors. Especially the last group of rustomers creates a diffirulty in 
obtaining information on performance and satisfaction. 

After development of this QFD procedure, the actual procedure of policy formulation 
is analyzed to provide a comparison and to provide the opportunity for advise on 
impravement This ~ctual procedure in 1992 was based on an analysis of intemal 
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strengtbs and weaknesses, and external opportunities and threats. 

When the QFD procedure is compared to the actual procedure, five major differences 
can be identified that might be improvements for the actual procedure. 
1 The QFD-techniques demand a clear definition of the rustomers for the product 

that will be designed. In the policy formulation process, one may consider the 
policy as the product to be designed. This policy bas to "serve" certain groups and 
to cause customer satisfaction for its customers. The goals for control items are 
currently set, based upon an analysis of external threats and weaknesses, but there 
is no clear consideration on the possible relationship between opportunity or 
threat and the potential advantages or disadvantages of these to the organisations 
and individuals around PEBEI .. IC: the customers of the policy. The QFD 
procedure proposes to identify the customer first, and then to obtain information 
on these rustomers and the potendal threats or opportunities to them, in order to 
gain clear insight in customer satisfaction if one anticipates on opportunities and 
threats. 

2 Sourees of information that can provide customer requirements on the fourth 
group of customers, the marketing and sales organisations and end-customers, is 
emphasized more in the QFD procedure than in the PEBEI-IC procedure. In the 
QFD procedure, this group of rustomers is considered to be a rather important 
one, which justifies good information sourees on this group. In the actual practise 
however, there is relatively few information available on satisfaction of marketing 
and sales organisations and end-customers at PEBEI-IC, and there is few insight 
to what extent this information is representative for the whole fourth group. 

3 Control items, the indicators of company performance, on which targets are set 
in policy formulation, are analyzed on interrelations in the QFD procedure. The 
aim of this analysis is to identify the influences that improvements on some 
control items will have on others. In the actual PEBEI-IC situation, such analysis 
is notmade explicitly. The advantage of such analysis might be that it becomes 
easier to set realistic objectives and it becomes easier to realize these, or even 
better, to define independent control items. 

4 The QFD procedure demands much numeric information as a basis for simple 
calculations. For the bigger part, this numeric information is relatively easy to 
obtain, but some is extremely difficult to get. In those cases, one might apply "best 
guesses". In the actual practise of policy formulation, not all information is 
expressed numeric, which is easier on one hand, but leaves room for different and 
unclear interpretations on the other. Besides that, if the numeric information is 
obtained, then it becomes possible to do calculus, make comparisons and draw 
conclusions that are out of reach in the situation without numeric information. 

5 The QFD procedure uses the matrix charts which can be compared to the forms 
used in the actual procedure. The QFD matrix charts have the advantage that 
they can present all relevant information in one chart which makes it a very good 
help to discussion and decision making. 

After identification of these differences, two issues were selected for some application 
to practise, namely the first difference and the fifth. First, a survey was conducted among 
the marketing and sales organisations in South East Asia and the Japan and Korea 
regions. The aim of the survey was on one hand to collect customer information and on 
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the other to obtain insight in the information that can be obtained in this way from the 
MSO's (Marketing and Sales Organisations). On these surveys, there was only 20% 
response which indicates that conducting a successful survey that results in sufficient 
information is difficult and will need more attention. Another result of the survey was 
the feedback that was received from the marketing and sales organisation in Taipei. This 
feedback indicated that there are possibilities for impravement in the survey, but also, 
that there is useful information available at the marketing and sales organisations. 
Another possibility to collect useful market information was tried by interviewing the 
head of the MSO's in South East Asia. The result of this interview was again better 
insight into the market and better insight in where and how this information can be 
obtained. 

The second part of the implementation activities dealt with the construction of the QFD 
chart with the information the 1993 policy. This gave useful insights in the advantages 
and the difficulties that the QFD chart offers. 

Concluding, one may say that QFD theory is an interesting souree of inspiration to 
annual policy formulation, for more customer orientation. If one uses the QFD theory 
in this way, then one might come to five opportunities for improvement, i.e. the five main 
differences between the QFD procedure and the current procedure. Furthermore, one 
may conclude to extend the relation between QFD and policy formulation with the aim 
to reach the same benefits that QFD bas in product design. When doing so, one may 
consider that: 

application of QFD will not imply that impravement is made by solving problems, 
it will rather imply that impravement is made by identification of problems; 
it will always be difficult to measure the effect of QFD application to policy 
formulation: there are no clear indicators that measure the "quality" of the 
procedure that is used. Basic advantage of application of QFD theory is in general 
experienced to be that the whole process from beginning to end will become 
clearer, not only for the people that work with it, but also for the surrounding 
people ( rustomers ). In this way, it becomes easier to make changes in the product 
etc. when the environment or input changes and besides this, it will become easier 
to show these changes. Application of QFD theory to policy formulation will 
probably have the same effect. 
one should not consider the QFD theory as "holy". Successful QFD applications 
are the ones that are specified to the situation in which they operate. This will 
probably also be true for application to policy formulation. 
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1 INTRODUCTJON 

tigure 1.1: structure of the report 

The PHILIPS EBEI-IC organisation and the subject of the assignment will be introduced 
in this chapter. The PEBEI-IC organisation is described in 1.2 and the subject of this 
study will be defined in section 1.3. Section 1.4 will then elucidate the relevancy of this 
subject and section 1.5 presents the structure that is used in the following chapters of this 
report. 

1. 1 INTRODUCTION 

Understanding rustomer requirements is not easy. When a rustomer buys a product, he 
may prefer one product above alternatives because of rational, and maybe because of 
irrational criteria. Probably, in many cases even he bimself will not have a solid 
explanation for his choice. 

Satisfying rustomers seems to be even more diffirult: one does not deal with one 
rustomer, but with a whole bunch. They have to be understood and their requirements 
have to be known better than the competitors do. And furthermore, to really satisfy 
rustomers instead of responding to their wishes, one needs to offer more than is asked 
and that "more" has to be appreciated. 

In spite of these diffirulties some companies seem to be able to manage this process. 
They seem to know how to deal with these uncertainties and they seem to be able to 
understand and to reply to the demands of their rustomers. They know how to satisfy 
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customer demands, better than their competitors do. 

This report is about a company, PHILIPS Electronic Building Elements Industries-Ie 
(PEBEI-IC) in Kaohsiung, Taiwan, ROC. PEBEI-IC is a company that assembles and 
tests integrated circuits (I C's). Several years ago, it faced a series of threats on their 
market and on their relation with Japanese customers, who demanded higher quality. To 
deal with these threats, PEBEI-IC decided tostart focusing on quality impravement by 
implementation of Total Quality Control (TQC)-activities. Especially last year, their 
efforts on this paid off. PHILIPS Taiwan won the famous Japanese Deming Application 
Prize in 1991 as a reward fortheir realization of TQC. The company realizes however 
that continuous quality improvement, if possible faster than the competitor, is essential 
for keeping its market share. 

This report is about the relation between quality improvements and customer satisfaction 
at PEBEI-IC in the process that is used to formulate its yearly policy; the targets for 
company performance on the most important control items. It starts with a description 
of the environment of PEBEI-IC: the products and customers and the activities of other 
PHILIPS organisations. Then is described how policy can be formulated with help of 
QFD techniques in this environment. Mter this, an overview will be given of the current 
structure that is used to de termine goals for policy, and of the way customer information 
obtained for this. Finally, this report tries to offer impravement and better adjustment 
of these two processes, by camparing the actual practise with the QFD procedure. 

By going through these stages, points will be made on several subjects like: identification 
of the customers of PEBEI-IC; the responsibilities of PEBEI-IC to its customers and the 
responsibility of other organisations in the PD Semiconductors to customers; the relation 
between product design with QFD and policy formulation; the PEBEI-definition of 
quality and better alternatives if possible. 

1.2 PEBEI-/C 

PEBEI was the first PHILIPS-plant established in Taiwan in 1966. lntegrated Circuits 
(IC's) were then one of the many products produced by PEBEI. In 1985, the plant was 
split into two divisions: the Integrated Circuits division and the Passive Components 
Division (PEBEI-IC and PEBEI-PC). PEBEI-IC focused on the assembly and testing of 
I C's. In that time, IC-design and product marketing was done by PHILIPS companies in 
Europe. Almost all the sales of IC's were also in Europe at that time. Enelosure 1.1 
shows examples of IC's, which are the result of the assembly activities at PEBEI-IC 
nowadays's. This PEBEI-IC organisation is the subject of study in this report. 

In the period between the establishment of the PEBEI plant and now, much effort was 
invested in increasing production capacity and improving production quality. Like the 
entire PHILIPS-Taiwan organisation, the activities at PEBEI-IC developed from Iabour 
intensive ('66-'72) to capitalftechnology intensive ('72-'87) to intelligence intensive ('87-). 
This is shown in enelosure 1.2. Results of this development are high automation of 
production and the fact that PEBEI-IC became a PHILIPS International IC Assembly 
Equipment Competence Centre in 1991. Besides, various quality certifications were 
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obtained like the CENELEC Electronic Components Committee (CECC), Ford Q1 and 
ISO 9002, as well as the famous Deming Application Prize, as mentioned in the 
foregoing section, also in 1991. Currently, more than 80% of all PHILIPS IC's is 
assembied at PEBEI-IC. 

Nowadays, the PHILIPS Taiwan organisation in Taipei is involved with marketing of 
PHILIPS Components and Semiconductors: currently 20% of the PEBEI-IC production 
is sold in the Far-East. PEBEI-IC bas its own package development department and an 
IC-design centre is set up in Taipei. A joint-venture with the government (Taiwan 
Semiconductor Manufacturing Company) is established for production of crystals. So 
besides technologkal changes, more marketing and sales activities have moved to the Far 
Bast. 

In the PHILIPS company matrix, PEBEI-IC is a part of the Taiwan National 
Organisation (NO) and a part of the Business Unit Integrated Circuits of the PHILIPS 
Product Division Semiconductors. So, the General Divisional Manager (GDM) of 
PEBEI-IC reports through an operationalline to the president of PHIUPS NO and 
through a functional channel to the rnanaging director of the PD-Semiconductors. 

PEBEI-IC now embodies 12 departments: Administration, Assembly, Mechanization, 
Material Management, Organisation and Efficiency, Plant Engineering, Personnel, 
Quality and Reliability, Testing, Physical Distribution Department, Selling Point Far Bast 
and Information System and Automation. Unked to these departments is the Quality 
Impravement Committee-organisation, (QIC organisation) that exists of Chairman, 
Members, Secretariate, Customer Quality Service-Group, Cost-Group, Logistics-Group, 
Total Productive Maintenance-Group, Training-Group, Environment-Group, Quality 
Management Team-Group and TPC-Group. Figure 1.2 shows the departments (names 
were abbreviated) and the QIC groups and their relations. The study of this report was 
done under supervision of the S&O O&E department, which is also the secretariate of 
the QIC organisation. 

PEBEI-IC employed 1658 people in 1991. lts total assets in 1991 were 3891 Million NT$ 
and its sales 15766 Million NT$, also in 1991. The delivery quantity in 1991 was 719 
Million pieces. 

1.3 ASSIGNMENT 

The improvements in the organisation that were realized in the last years related to the 
Deming application provided a better understanding of how parts of the organisation 
operate and how they can be controlled and managed to function better. With this better 
understanding, it becomes possible to look at the world around it. More attention can 
be paid to extemal orientation instead of intemal orientation. 

If PEBEI-IC wants to keep on developing towards improving quality then this extemal 
orientation is a necessity. To stay competitive, it is necessary to imprave continuously and 
to keep understanding of what the customers require from their supplier. Excellent 
control of the production process will result in excellent products, but will not guarantee 
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that customers will be happy with it. The definitions of a• excellent product" and "customer 
satisfaction" may be unequal, if improvements in the product are not based on customer 
requirements. Manton (1988) confirms this in bis artiele on product design. 

Several policy-statements state the need satisfy customers: 
The mission statement of PHILIPS semiconductors states: 
''To be á leading supplier .... through .... fully meeting customer requirements". 
The (NO) Presidents Policy 1992 states: 
"Emphasis should be put on: .... To turn whole organisation into a customer 
oriented organisation: *understand customers and their expectations. *make a 
good system tuning and control our production process effectively". 
The PEBEI-GDM policy of 1992 states: 
"the whole organisation is urged to strive for a world-class ranking by our 
customers". 

As mentioned in section 1.2, the activities of PEBEI-IC are only a part of the complete 
process from resources to IC. More specifically, the activities at PEBEI-IC are concemed 
with the assembly of crystals to !C's, testing of these !C's and warehousing fora part of 
the distribution area; This means that PEBEI-IC bas only a part of the responsibility for 
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the end-product as it is delivered to the customer. One might consider that the product 
aspects that are relevant for customer satisfaction, as far as they are related to the acti
vities at PEBEI-IC, are managed by two processes: the process of new package 
development and the process of policy formulation. 

The result of first process are lists of specifications concerning physical product aspects, 
such as size or reliability. The result of the second process are lists of objectives ( every 
year one list) for control items. These lists define the aims of company performance on 
the most important control items of the company, that affect and determine many non
physical product aspects like delivery time, time needed for service or defects per million. 

The subject of this report are the quality improvements that are managed by the second 
process: policy formulation. This report aims to see how valuable the customer 
information is that is used as input to this process, and how this information is used for 
the determination of quality improvements. This report tries to give advise on how to 
improve the organisation as far as customer information obtaining and the use of this 
information in policy formulation is concemed. In more general words: this report aims 
to give advise on how to get closer to the situation in which quality improvements are 
badred-up by customer requirements. It also may be put this way: This report tries to 
improve or to develop the customer orientation aspects of the TQC structure as far as 
policy formulation is concemed. Later in this report, customer orientation and TQC will 
be explained. 

To realize this aim, an alternative procedure for policy formulation will be developed, 
based on QFD theory. This QFD theory is originally applied in product design and is 
known as a metbod for designing products based on customer requirements. By doing 
this, it will also become clearer to which extent these QFD techniques are applicable for 
policy formulation. The current policy is a result of an analysis of intemal strengtbs and 
weaknesses and extemal opportunities and threats, which bas a different origin from the 
QFD theory, but which bas a roughly similar input and a similar output. 

In principal, this report will focus on the organisational structure. That is: the report will 
limit itself to looking at distributions of responsibilities, sequences or methods in decision 
making, communication between parts of the organisation, or used documents. Where 
possible and functional, specifications of this general approach will be given. 

Another limitation in this report is the fact that in principal, only the PEBEI-IC 
organisation is considered. Later in this report, it will become clearer which role is 
played by PEBEI-IC in the entire manufacturing process, and it will become clearer what 
responsibilities PEBEI-IC therefore bas to end-customers. This report will only deal with 
these responsibilities and not with other, maybe more important responsibilities of other 
PHILIPS organisations. 

Third limitation is that only the process of annual policy formulation is concemed in this 
report. E.g. development and management of longterm policy is not taken in account, 
just like deployment of annual policy. This implies that from the corresponding part of 
the QFD theory, only the first of the four matrices is taken in account. 
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1.4 RELEVANCY OF THE SUBJECT 

Basic property of almast every long-term business plan is continuity in existence. Many 
long-term goals, as making or maximizing profit, being market-leader etc. are derived 
from this continuity goal. Sufficient sales are essential if a company wants to continue 
its business. To generate sales, a company needs rustomers who are willing to buy its 
products. Customer orientation can therefore be considered to be essential for continuity 
to some extent. 

Theory describes quality in many different ways. According to the TQC approach, it is 
"devotion to rustomers" and according to ISO-specifications, quality means "conformance 
of the product to its specifications". In the Fortune International magazine (Sept '92), 
quality was even described as: "Quality is what the rustomer thinks it is". Van der Bij e.a. 
(1990) define quality as: "Kwaliteit is de mate van geschiktheid voor specifiek gebruik, 
beoordeeld door de gebruiker (Quality is the extent to which a certain product fits for 
specific use, judged by the user)". The defmition of product-quality that is used by 
PEBEI-IC, can be described as "conformance to specifications" as far as products are 
concemed. In braader sense, e.g. when rustomer satisfaction is concemed, "quality" is 
used as "the ability to satisfy rustomer requirements". This description of quality may be 
related to the elements of rustomer satisfaction that are defined in the customer 
satisfaction survey that will be mentioned in chapter 2 and enelosure 2.2. 

If quality is considered as a tooi to establish continuity, then quality should be defined, 
related to rustomer requirements. With such definition as a starting point, the policy 
formulation process is analyzed, to get insight in the way organisational objectives and 
non-physical product aspects ( or specifications) are developed. If this process can be 
improved towards more or better use of rustomer information, then this will result in 
quality as a better tooi for continuity. · 

As far as PEBEI-IC and physical aspects are concemed (no functional specifications), 
product specifications are developed by the package development actlvities that use 
QFD. As far as the non-physical product specifications are concemed, these are the 
result of policy formulation. Taking in consideration that these non-physical product 
specifications are also relevant to rustomers, one might conclude this process is a 
relevant subject of study. 

At this moment, PHILIPS Semiconductors ranks tenth in the world market with 3.5% 
market share. This means roughly that there are at least 9 competitors in the same 
market, that might be a threat to the competitive position of PEBEI-IC. If PHILIPS 
Semiconductors does not improve continuously, then competitors will take its place and 
its rustomers by listening better to them. Obtaining the results of good quality 
management, increased rustomer satisfaction, is essential. The subject of research of this 
report, aims to contribute to this as far as aspects of policy are concemed. 
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1.5 STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT 

This report continues with chapter 2 in which some insight is given in the environment 
of PEBEI-IC. This chapter provides information on customer characteristics, the relation 
they have with their supplier, and the way they communicate. It also gives an overview 
of the PHIUPS organisation and the links between PHILIPS, the rustomers and the 
PEBEI -organisation. 

In chapter 3 will be investigated what a QFD oriented decision structure looks like and 
how customer oriented interfaces may look like. All relevant theory used in this study 
is given in this chapter. 

Chapter 4 is about the decision making structure within the PEBEI-IC organisation, to 
provide a comparison to the procedure in chapter 3. 

The main differences between the chapter 3 and chapter 4, are given in chapter 5. Also 
will be investigated whether these differences offer potential improvements in the 
PEBEI-organisation. For readers to whom the practicalor theoretica! details are obvious 
or not important, this chapter and the following chapters present the essence of the 
report. 

Chapter 6 will be about the experience with concretisation of two of the identified 
differences between actual and QFD procedure, as described in chapter 4. 

Chapter 7 will give conclusions and recommendations: it will provide the result of this 
study, related to its aim as described in this chapter. 

tigure 1.3: structure of the report 
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As figure 1.3 shows, this report started with this chapter 1, a general introduetion to the 
relevant information. Now, the structure in this report will first present the company
environrnent, then the QFD-way of working for the company, then the company practise 
and lastly the differences between these and possible ways to solve them. As a reminder 
of this structure, every chapter will begin with this figure. The progress is shown by 
highlighting of the concemed area. 
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2 PEBEI-IC CUSTOMERS AND THE PH/UPS ORGANISATION 

tigure 2.1: structure of the report 

The aim of this chapter is to give an insight in the activities at PEBEI-IC and its relation 
to other PHILIPS organisations. Also, some impression is given of the IC market to 
which PEBEI-IC providesits products. With this information, it is tried to providesome 
insight in the product aspects that are relevant to customers and in the responsibilities 
of PEBEI-IC to those product aspects. 

This chapter exists of four parts. The first part is a description of the IC-market: the 
products, the IC-buyers and the competitors of PHILIPS on the IC-market This will be 
described in 2.1. Then, two sections on PHILIPS will follow: section 2.2 about the 
PHILIPS Taiwan National Organisation (NO) and section 2.3 on the Product Division 
(PD) Semiconductors. Additionally, three interfaces between PEBEI-IC and its 
environment will be described in section 2.4 and in its enelosure 2.2. 

2.1 PRODUCTS, MARKETS AND GOMPET/TORS 

I C's may have a very similar appearance, they may be very different from the inside. At 
PEBEI-IC, about 100 packages are specified. They can be used to assembie crystals that 
have very different functional specifications. Enelosure 2.1 may serve to give an idea of 
the functions of the I C's. It should be noticed that I C's are divided here in PHILIPS I C's 
and SIGNETICS IC's. Then, PHILIPS IC's can be divided into consumer IC's and 
industrial I C's, which is a categorisation based on functional specifications. SIGNET! CS 
IC's should be divided into Standard IC's (Standard Products Group, SPG) and 
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Application Specific IC's (Application Specific Products Group, ASPG), which is also 
functional. 

The following figure, 2.2 provides some data on the distribution of sales of the PD, 
broken down according to these groups. Figure 2.3 shows roughly how the capacity at 
PEBEI-IC is allocated tothese groups. 

Distribution of sales of the PD Semicon. 
wortd-wide In 1990 

Allocation of PEBEI-IC capacity 
In 1991 

Legenda 

~ PHIUPS Co.IC (26%) 
0 PHIUPS ln.IC (14%) 
[J Slgn. SPG (18%) 

[ll Slgn. ASPG (10%) 
881 Discrete Sc. (32%) 

Legenda 

~ PHIUPS Co. IC (66%) 
0 PHIUPS ln.IC (26%) 
[J Slgn. SPG (8%) 

tigure 2.2: distribution of safes tigure 2.3: allocation of capacity 

Concerning the market of Semiconductors, PHILIPS divides the world into four regions: 
Europe, North America, Japan/Korea and Asia Pacific/ROW. Figure 2.4 shows how the 
total amount insales of PHILIPS-IC's can be broken down according tothese regions. 

PHILIPS IC Sales 
per region In 1990 

Legenda 

fZl Europe (54%) 

D Asla Pacific (11 %) 

rn Japan/Korea (6%) 

~ North Amerlca (29%) 

tigure 2.4: PHILIPS IC safes 

With regard to the kind of business of customers, the Semiconductor market is lastly 
divided into four groups: 

- Electronic Data Processing (EDP) market; 
- Telecommunications market; 
- Consumer Electronics market; 
- CAR/GI market 

The Taiwanese semiconductor can be divided similarly. The following figure, 2.5 shows 
the Taiwanese semi~onductor market volume, divided into its segments. 



Market Segments Taiwanese IC market 
In % of totalle marleet volume 

Legenda 

(] othera (2%) 

0 tlalecomm. (7%) 
rn consumerel. (15%) 

~ memory IC (24%) 

rz:! EOP (52%) 

tigure 2.5 volume of market segments 
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On these markets, PHILIPS considers the following rustomers as strategie accounts (i.e. 
rustomers who can guide the total PD in product policy & definition, and in product and 
business quality improvement): 

PHILIPS, Alcatel, Bosch, Ericsson, Grondig, Siemens/SN!, Apple, AT&T, 
Chrysler, DEC, Ford, H.P., IBM, Motorola, Northem Telecom, Matsushita, 
Samsung, Sony. 

Key accounts are customers where PHILIPS wants to be a key supplier. They are: 
B&O, Canal-plus, Fiat/M.M., Daimler/AEG, G.P.T., ICL (Fujitsu), Matra, 
Nokia/Finlux, Olivetti, Orbitel/Racal, Vestel, Compaq, Conner, G.M./Delco, 
Seagate, Goldstar, Sanyo, Sharp. 

Ranking of PHILIPS IC's on separate markets against competitors: 

World-wide 
Europe 
North America 
Asia Pacific & ROW 

1991 1990 
11th 10th 
1st 

15th 
7th 

1st 
14th 
8th 

Main competitors in the semiconductor area with their market share world-wide in 1991 
are: NEC (8.5%), Toshiba (8.2%), Hitachi (6.7%), Intel (6.3%), Motorola (6.0%), Fujitsu 
(4.8%), Texas Instruments (4.2%), Mitshubishi (4.0%) and Matsushita (3.7%). In the 
same field and time, PHILIPS ocrupied a market share of 3.2% 

2.2 PH/UPS TAIWAN LTD 

There are seven PHILIPS organisations in Taiwan. They are: 
1 PHILIPS Taiwan Ltd. (PTL) 

The head office for all PHILIPS business organisations in Taiwan as well as the 
coordination hub for their production and marketing operations; 
Commercial operations in the following fields: PHILIPS Components and 
Semiconductors, Consumer Products, PHILIPS Lighting, Communications 
Systems, Industrial Electronics, Medical Systems and New Business Development 
Centre; 
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2 PHIUPS Electrollies Industries (Taiwan) Ltd. Consumer Electrollies Division 
(PEI-CED) 
Production of monochrome and colour monitors, terminals and notebook 
computers, deflection yokes and line output transformers. International Centre of 
Competence since 1988; 

3 PHIUPS Electrollies Industries (Taiwan) Ltd. Display Components, Glass and 
Materials Division (PEI-DGM) 
Production of colour and monochrome cathode ray tubes; 

4 PHIUPS CD Technologies (Taiwan) Ltd. (PCDT) 
Production of CD-subassemblies; 

5 PHILIPS Electrome Building Elements Industries (Taiwan) Ltd. Passive 
Components Division (PEBEI-PC) 
The PHILIPS centre in the Far-East for the production, marketing and 
development of precision ceramic electronic components; 

6 PHIUPS Electrome Building Elements Industries (Taiwan) Ltd. Integrated 
Circuits Division (PEBEI-IC) 
Assembly and testing of integrated circuits (I Cs). PHIUPS International IC 
Assembly Equipment Competence Centre since 1991 

7 PHILIPS Communications & Processing Services Ltd. 

2.2. 1 MSO TAIWAN 

A part of the PHIUPS Taiwan National Organisation (NO) is involved with marketing 
of semiconductor products in Taiwan. This part is the Marketing and Sales Organisation 
(MSO). The MSO's keep contact with customers of IC-products and are responsible for 
sales. The MSO Semiconductors Taiwan, here described as an example, exists of 12 
people, of which five sales engineers who manage all accounts. In total, PHILIPS 
Semiconductors Taiwan serves about 100 customers, of which about 60% is "regular" 
customer, and about 15% of the customers is PHIUPS internal customer. Furthermore, 
the three largest customers are different from the others: these customers are 
distributors. Together, they take care of about 50% of the annual sales of IC's. For the 
rest of the customers, one may say that the 80-20% rule is valid, which means that 20% 
of the customers account for 80% of the sales. 

All accounts are visited by their account manager once every two weeks. His task is to 
register future orders and forecasts, provide information on new products and try to 
anticipate on new projects by the customer, to involve PHIUPS I C's or SIGNETICS I C's 
in the new product. In addition, the MSO Taiwan conducts the customer satisfaction 
survey for PHIUPS products in Taiwan on a yearly basis. lts aim is to collect general 
information on customer information, and it is held among about 40 of the most 
important customers of the concerned product. Further details on the customer 
satisfaction survey are given in enelosure 2.2. 
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2.3 PRODUCT DIVISJON SEMICONDUCTORS 

In this sectio~ an outline will be given on how the Product Division (PD) 
semiconductors worles and while reading, one should realize, that not always the present 
situation is described. Instead, in some cases it is described how the PD will operate in 
the near future. The following description is oriented bottorn-up and starts with a 
description of the primary process of IC-production. 

2.3. 1 PRIMARY ACT/V/TIES, MARKETING AND DEVELOPMENT 

1 

waferfab sawing & 
pretest 

6 

aystal 
bank 

assembly testing & transport & 
Q&R warehousing 

tigure 2.6: primary process 

As shown in figure 2.6, IC manufacturing can be divided in five activities. The first 
activity, waferfab, is the production of wafers that contain IC-crystals. In the second 
activity, pretest and sawing, the crystals on these wafers are pretested and the wafers are 
sawn into separate IC-crystals. After these two activities there is a stock of goods. This 
stock is called the crystal bank. It is foliowed by the third activity: assembly of-I C's. Here, 
the product is finished by mounting and connecting the crystal on a leadframe and 
moulding a package around it. Fourth activity is testing and Q&R. Here, the ready IC's 
are tested on their functional specifica ti ons ( crystal related} and on their physical 
specifica ti ons ( assembly and package related). Lastly, the I C's are gathered to transport 
orders to a warehouse ( or to two warehouses ), there gathered to the customer order and 
then delivered to the customer. This is the fifth and last activity. 

Apart from the primary activities, mentioned above, there are two additional kinds of 
activities that should not be forgotten. These are development activities and marketing 
activities. The development activities can be divided in two groups namely; development 
of IC's and testing programs, and packages development and design of assembly 
processes. The first group defines the functional specifications of an IC and is used for 
the activities of crystal productio~ pretest and testing. The second group of development 
activities are the package and process development activities. They define the physical 
specifications of the IC by designing the package around the crystal and by giving 
specifica ti ons for the assembly process. A package can contain crystals with very different 
functional specifications. 

Marketing activities are performed by the Marketing and Sales Organisations, (MSO's ), 
divided globally per country that is concemed. The MSO in Taiwan bas been described 
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in section 2.2. The MSO's maintain all relations with the IC-customers in their country. 
Therefore, it may not sound strange that the MSO's are oriented locally, related to the 
NO rather than functionally related to the PD. The PD Semiconductors bas over 100 
sales offices in 44 countries. 

2.3.2 CONTROL OF PRIMARY ACTMTIES 

The primary actlvities are concentrated in severallocations in the world. Every location 
may be responsible for the execution of one or more primary activities. All activities 
from waferfab to testing and Q&R in one location, are controlled by one Industrial 
Execution System (lES). 

The last activity of the primary process, transport and warehousing, is not controlled by 
an lES. Instead it is controlled by the local warehouse system. Normally, the local 
warehouse is at a different location than the other primary process activities. However, 
the PEBEI-IC location contains apart from the lES for assembly and testing and Q&R 
a warehouse for the Asia Pacific and Japan/Korea region. This warehouse and its 
warehouse activity is controlled by the local warehouse system, also situated at PEBEI
IC. 

As far as location and control of development actlvities is concemed, there are two 
possibilities: development can be under control of the responsible MDP-team 
( explanation follows) or it can be under an lES, shared with primary actlvities on that 
location. Development of IC's and testing programs is always done straightly under 
control of one of the MDP-teams. Development of processes and packages is often done 
at an lES location that takes care of assembly, e.g. PEBEI-IC. 

Finally, as mentioned already, marketing activities are controlled per country and located 
in the concemed country. The MSO's have direct contact with the MD P's of the PD and 
with their NO like all PHILIPS organisations. 

Basically, all responsibility for a certain group of products is in the hands of a so-called 
Marketing, Development and Production-team (MDP-team). These teams have control 
over all Marketing, Development and Production actlvities of their product line. They 
coordinate the MSO's as far as their IC-marketing is concemed, and they coordinate the 
development eentres and the IES's that create the product, as well as the Regional Sales 
Offices that on their turn take care of all sales and control the local warehouse systems. 
These RSO's are responsible for coneetion of customer orders in their region, for the 
preparadon of sales forecasts, for delivery of the products to the customer and for other 
activities. 

This coordination is for the MDP-teams rather complicated and rather substantial as 
actlvities are performed on many different locations and together with other responsibles. 
In reality, many activities are executed by MSO's or by IES's. To a certain extent, 
products are manufactured by them and they are responsible for their activities. It is 
sometimes unclear whobas which responsibility and which authority to act in reality. The 
following example may emphasize this: of some IC-products, PEBEI-IC may do package 
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development, assembly, testing, warehousing. H those I C's are sold in Taiwan or South 
Bast Asia region (20% of the PEBEI-IC production) then probably, all marketing of 
these products is done by PHILIPS Taiwan in Taipei or other MSO's in the SEA region. 
However, it may be a MDP-team in Nijmegen or in Hamburg that developed the IC
functions and that bas responsibility over all these activities. 

The MDP-teams and the RSO's form together the upper layer of control in the PD. The 
MDP-teams should coordinate the concemed MSO's, the IES's and the not-IES-tied 
development activities. The RSO's control each one warehouse that is coordinated by the 
local warehouse system. The total structure of organisations in the PD semiconductors 
that are concemed with IC'slooks like the following figure 2.7. 
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tigure 2. 7: PHILIPS organisation around the primary process 

Figure 2.8 shows where the different MD P's are located and where the different activities 
can be executed. When looking at this figure, the following should be noted: 

Assembly of PHILIPS I C's can be done in Kaohsiung, in Bangkok and it can be 
subcontracted to Korea (Signetics ). PEBEI-IC (Kaohsiung) does the bigger part: 
about 90% of_ all assembly activity of PHILIPS or SIGNET! CS I C's. The Korea 
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site will in the future be excluded. As far as Bangkok and the Kaohsiung site are 
concemed: Bangkok will focus on assembly and testing of I C's with low pin-count 
(high Iabour intensive, low knowledge intensive) because of the difference in cost 
of Iabour between Taiwan and Thailand (lower). 
One may conclude that PEBEI-IC is involved in: pretest and sawing, stocking of 
crystals, assembly and testing, sales control and warehousing in the SEA and 
Japan/Korea region and package and process development. 
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and their products 
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primary activities 
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tigure 2.8: Jocation and activities of MOP teams and IES's 

Lastly, to coordinate the MDP-teams, they are categorized in four Product Groups 
(PG's ): PHIUPS consumer I C's, PHIUPS industrial I C's, SIGNET! CS SPG I C's and 
SIGNETICS ASPG IC's. Together with the Discrete Semiconductors activities, the 
Product Division (PD) Semiconductors is formed. This report will not go deeper into 
other semiconductor activities than IC-activities. Figure 2.9 shows the organisational 
structure at the top of the PD. 

2.4 PEBEI-/C INTERFACES WITH CUSTOMERS 

The foregoing section described how the PD semiconductors works and what the 
contribution of PEBEI-IC is to it. This section refers to the enelosure 2.2, in which three 
interfaces will be described that function in the Product Division, between the IC-buyers 
of the Product Division and PEBEI-IC. Each of them bas a different purpose: 

The Customer Satisfaction Survey bas the purpose to obtain general information 
on customers of IC-products in Taiwan. It is meant to be input to the policy 
deployment process. The Customer Satisfaction Survey should not aim at specific 
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tigure 2.9: PD Semiconductors organisation 

customers, but should provide a basis for "general improvement" in the 
organisation. 
The Customer Feedback Handling activities have the purpose to satisfy customers 
who do not receive products that are conform the agreement or expectations. 
Next to this aim is of course also the aim to improve the organisation by analysing 
customer complaints to find room for improvement. The Customer Feedback 
Handling activities should provide information to satisfy a specific customer 
quickly and good by offering a good product, and it should improve the 
organisation by impravement on complaints. 
The Package Development activities use customer-information for design of 
packages: this information comes mainly from the MDP-teams that have the need 
or the opportunity for a new package. These requirements are in general specified 
in an application sheet. Package development activities are mainly aimed at the 
physical product specifications, and only secondary to non-physical aspects (refer 
e.g. to "JIT-request" as a customer requirement). 
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3 QFD APPROACH IN POUCY FORMULATION 

tigure 3. 1: structure of the report 

In this chapter, it will be investigated how the process of formulation of the yearly policy 
can anticipate on the environment of PEBEI-IC as described in the foregoing chapter: 
how the goals of the most important aspects of performance of PEBEI-IC can be based 
on the requirements of the rustomers of PEBEI-IC. This will be done by the 
development of an alternative procedure for the formulation of policy, that is based on 
the principles of QFD. This procedure can be a reference for the actual practice and a 
basis for advise to improvement of this actual procedure. 

The procedure itself is described in section 3.2 but first, some theoretical considerations 
will be mentioned insection 3.1 to explain the underlying thoughts to the procedure. 
Section 3.1.1 gives an outline of the theory on the subject of this report from a 
theoretica! standpoint. Then will be described what the relation is between product 
design and policy formulation in section 3.1.2. Section 3.1.3 will provide some 
understanding of the "customers" of PEBEI-IC annual policy and lastly, 3.1.4 will give 
some considerations on how to capture customer requirements. 

3.1 THEORE11CAL CONS/DERATIONS 

3.1.1 TQC, QFD, CUSTOMER ORIENTATION 

On August 11992, prof. Noriako Kano held a lecture on TQC to the top management 
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and the CWQI coordinators of the organisations of PHILIPS Taiwan. Mr. Kano is 
related to the Japanese Union of Scientists and Engineers (JUSE) and he was closely 
linked to the PHILIPS Taiwan organisations that applied for the Deming Award, he 
provided them fundamental insights to the theory on TQC and supported the 
organisations on the way from application to the actual winning of the Award in 1991. 
Now, some of this theory on TQC will be shortly mentioned to give insight in the 
relation between the aim of this assignment and this theory. In addition, enelosure 3.1 
deals with the two-dimensional quality elements theory of Kano. 

Kano defines TQC as a scientific, systematic and company-wide activity in which a 
company is devoted to its rustomers through its products and its services. With scientific 
in this description is emphasized that the activity should be based on data and on logic. 
With systematic is referred to the functions of parts in an organisation and their relations 
to each other (Marketing, Development, Production), and with company-wide is 
emphasized that all departments and all levels must participate in the activity. ''The 
house of TQC", which is given below represents the parts and their relations that can be 
distinguished in the TQC activity. 

I quality assurance etc. \ Purpose 

c:oncepts tech- vehicles 
nlques 

Tools 

motivational approach Motivation 

I intrinsic technology \ 
tigure 3.2: the house of TQC 

Figure 3.2 shows that the motivational approach and the intrinsic technology are basic 
partsof the TQC house. According to Kano (1992), motivation for TQC can exist of 
crisis consciousness with leadership, or vision with leadership. Both will result in quality 
consciousness and as a result, both will be a reason for the sweating work that is needed 
for TQC implementation. 

There are also two alternative purposes for the introduetion of TQC. This is described 
by Kano (1992) as the "two streams of TQC":''There are Prize awarded companies who 
think that TQC is a means for realizing quality assurance and other individual 
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management functions and promote them as a lower tunetion of general management. 
On the other hand, there are companies who think that TQC is a tooi for carrying out 
management control with quality first as a management policy." 

Now, taking concepts and techniques in regard as two of the columns between motivation 
and purpose, several different concepts and techniques can be used as tools to implement 
the TQC activities. Among them are the seven QC tools, control charts, various statistical 
techniques, quality analysis, quality function deployment, attractive quality and FMEA 
The last column in the house between motivation to and purpose of TQC is appointed 
to vehicles for promotion of TQC. Kano mentions eight of such vehicles, among which 
the QC diagnosis, the QC circles, management by policy and cross-functional 
management. 

In the words of the theory described here, one may conclude that this report is about the 
possibilities for improvement of a vehicle for promotion of TQC, namely the policy 
formulation process or management by policy, by application of a TQC concept, namely 
QFD. And taking in regard the purpose of TQC, the two streams, one may consider that 
this is done to emphasize the second stream purpose of TQC: to emphasize TQC rather 
as a management policy than as a means for realizing quality assurance and other 
individual management functions. 

This purpose of TQC approaches the purpose of this assignment: as mentioned in the 
introduction, basic goal for an enterprise is continuityin existence. For this goal, sales, 
and a strong competitive position in the market is necessary. This makes it necessary to 
occupy and implement a user-based definition of quality, and this makes it necessary to 
enlarge the scope from "physical product aspects" to "all relevant product aspects", which 
more or less means that emphasis should be more on company performance. 

3.1.2 POUCY FORMULATION AND QFD 

According to Akao (1991), hoshin kanri or policy deployment can bedescribed as tbe 
means by whicb botb the overall control system and TQC are deployed with the purpose 
to create company wide quality assurance. Tbis deptoyment is based on the philosopby 
that quality is supreme and that it takes a customer oriented approach. The structure of 
policy deploynient as described by Akao does not limit itself to annual policy 
management: it also embraces long and medium term management, whicb in bis 
structure are the foundation of an annual policy plan. At PEBEI-IC, a structure of policy 
deptoyment is applied that has similarities to the structure mentioned by Akao. 

The part of annual policy management that is relevant for this report will be described 
in detail in cbapter 4 of this report. This part, the subject of study in this report, is not 
annual policy management at PEBEI-IC: only a part of this annual policy management, 
namely formulation of annual policy is. This means tbat the output of tbe process tbat 
is studied are annual policy itself and the targets that are related to annual policy. This 
report takes in regard bow these policy and targets are formulated and wbat information 
is collected to do so. For tbis part of the annual policy management structure, it will be 
investigated if QFD applications can result in improvements. 
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tigure 3.3: tour houses of QFD 

QFD is known as a metbod to develop new products or to improve already existing 
products. There is no clear and sharp definition of what QFD exactly is, but there is a 
suite of literature that deal with QFD techniques. Literature that is taken in account in 
this report is from Hales e.a. (1990), Suilivan (1986), Hauser e.a. (1988) and from the 
ASI. The pubHeation from the American Supplier Institute describes QFD as a metbod 
to translate customer requirements into engineering characteristics, engineering 
characteristics into part characteristics, part characteristics into manufacturing opera ti ons 
and manufacturing operations into production requirements. This is done with help of 
four matrices that contain all information that is needed to make those four transitions. 
These four matrices are shown in figure 3.3. 

As mentioned, this report will only investigate the potential benefits of QFD applications 
to the annual policy formulation activities at PEBEI-IC. If one compares these activities 
to product design activities by consirlering the annual policy as a product and annual 
policy formulation ( or development) activities as product development activities, then it 
becomes clear that the activities studied here are only related to the first of the four 
QFD transitions, namely the transition from customer requirements into engineering 
characteristics. 

This means that the QFD techniques for obtaining customer requirements are compared 
to the activities that provide the input to policy formulation; that the process of using this 
information to formulate targets for the identified control items are compared to the 
QFD metbod to define engineering characteristics based on the customer requirements 
(the first house of quality) and that the results of application of the first house, 
engineering characteristics, are compared to targets on identified control items. In this 
way, it will be investigated whether QFD techniques can be applied, not only to develop 
engineering characteristics based on customer requirements in a successful way, but also 
if QFD techniques can be applied to formulate targets on control points based on 
obtained information on "customers". 

Application of the other three matrices of QFD to other aspects of policy management 
is not considered in this study, as mentioned in chapter 1. However, one may consider 
whether application of the other three matrices of QFD to the other policy management 
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activities is potentially beneficia! if the first QFD matrix is applicable to policy 
formulation. This question will not be answered explicitly in this report, but the following 
thought may give some insight in this question: According to Hales e.a. (1990), Hauser 
e.a. (1988) and Suilivan (1986), QFD application in product design bas several 
advantages like better translation of rustomer requirements into the product and the 
production process, more clarity in the used information, less time needed to make 
changes in e.g. the product specifications and less engineering changes after start of 
production. Furthermore, Suilivan (1988) mentions the advantage of better cooperation 
between departments if QFD is applied to policy management. In this study, QFD 
application to policy formulation is chosen mainly because of the first benefit, better 
translation of rustomer requirements. Application of the other three QFD matrices to 
other aspects of policy management, like completion of the Cl-IP format or the 
development of control indicators (e.g. trend charts ), could maybe result in the other 
benefits. This seems to be realistic on one hand, especially as far as more clarity and less 
time to make changes is concemed, but on the other hand one bas to take in regard how 
good the rurrent performance of those other activities is, and if one really can make 
improvements: a system or procedure that is working well is hard to improve. Further 
study would be necessary to get more insight in this. 

Before continuing with the comparison of policy formulation with the first QFD matrix, 
it must be notified that application of QFD-techniques seems to be valuable for the 
process of product development according to Hales e.a. (1990), Suilivan (1986) and 
Hauser e.a. (1988) but that there is no clear evidence in literature that describes the 
value of QFD-techniques for the process of policy formulation. The publications of 
Suilivan (1988), Maddux e.a. (1991) and McLaurin e.a. (1991) might be seen as 
exceptions. One might wonder then why these QFD techniques are chosen to improve 
the process of policy formulation. As mentioned in chapter 1, question can be seen as 
a part of this study: to investigate if the process of policy formulation can be improved 
by application of QFD techniques. 

3.1.3 CUSTOMERS OF POUCY FORMULATION 

Looking at annual policy or annual targets as a product or engineering characteristics for 
that product, opens the possibility to apply QFD techniques to policy formulation. Now, 
if policy is regarded in this way, then one might question: if policy is seen as a product, 
then who are the rustomers of this product? 

It may be obvious that this is a relevant question: quality, as described in chapter 1 and 
in this chapter, is approached from a user-point of view. The quality of a product is good 
if it can satisfy its rustomers, and so is the quality of an annual policy. Basic issue in the 
QFD theory is to investigate rustomer requirements and develop a product based on 
these requirements to satisfy rustomers. Essential to do so is a description of who the 
rustomers are of the product-to-be-developed. This section describes therefore who the 
rustomers of the annual policy at PEBEI-IC are. 

To get insight in the rustomers of annual policy, one might consider the remarks of G. 
Watson in bis introduetion to Akao's Hoshin Kanri (1991) that say: "First step in Hoshin, 
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as is also true in TQM, is gaining understanding of the needs of management's 
rustomers. Satisfying management's rustomers -which include stockholders, the board of 
directors, business analysts, and employees, as well as extemal rustomers- is central to 
the hoshin metbod of continuous improvement". To get more insight in who to consider 
as rustomers of the policy, one might take in account that in the current practise of 
policy formulation, three main sourees are consulted before deciding on quality 
improvements. They are the NO management, the PD managementand the PEBEI-IC 
long term plan. 

Looking at the function of annual policy and the rurrent practise, then four groups of 
rustomers should be considered: the PHILIPS Semiconductors management, the 
PHILIPS Taiwan NO management, the individuals and organisations that are directly 
related to PEBEI-IC, and finally the MSO's, RSO's and the people or organisations that 
buy IC's from the MSO's. With MSO's bere is meant: all MSO's that offer IC's, 
assembied by PEBEI-IC. These areabout 100. With RSO's is meant: the three RSO's 
outside PEBEI-IC that handle PEBEI-IC products. With the buyers of I C's is meant the 
rustomers of the PD, both internaland extemal rustomer (other PD). 

The PHILIPS Taiwan NO management, the PHILIPS Semiconductors management and 
the individuals and organisations that are directly related to PEBEI-IC will be considered 
in the QFD policy formulation procedure because they are considered in the current 
procedure and obviously, the policy formulation procedure is meant to translate their 
requirements into formal, intemal PEBEI-IC targets. 

In addition, the last group is chosen, to have a representation of requirements that co mes 
from the organisations that really use the products of PEBEI-IC. They represent the next 
step in the process and are therefore directly related to the performance of PEBEI-IC. 

Defining the rustomers of PEBEI-IC in this way may look rather easy-done, but that is 
a wrong impression. The fundamental consideration of which rustomer should be 
considered, or which customer is more or less important is in practise very diffirult. Are 
some rustomers more important to PEBEI-IC than others? In addition to this one has 
to consider the value of the sourees used to get rustomer information. Are very good 
sourees on less important rustomers more important than worse sourees on important 
rustomers? 

In this report it will be assumed that PEBEI-IC considers four groups of rustomers as 
identified, for the reasons given and the theoretic consideration that will follow. It must 
however be said that applying such clear definition in practise and developing data 
sourees to them accordingly, can only be successful if there is a clear conformanee of 
thoughts about the used definition within PEBEI-IC, and if there is conformanee of 
thoughts with all surrounding PHILIPS organisations. 

As promised, the following may be considered with relation to the remarks of this 
section: the rustomers that buy IC's from the MSO's are the most distant rustomers of 
PEBEI-IC, but they are not the most unimportant ones: if they are satisfied, then success 
is to the other rustomers as well. It is however more complicated. Shapiro (1988) 
describes in his artiele about market orientation that the upper hierarchicallevels should 
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have a coordinative role. They should avoid absorbing all customer information and then 
giving orders top-down. As Shapiro (1988) and the QFD-literature from ASI say: it is 
better if specialists concerning production make their decisions, based on exchange of 
information of the marketing specialists. The role of the higher hierarchicallevels should 
be a coordinative. Their requirements to lower levels should concern coordination, and 
should not be requirements that indirectly are requirements of end-customers. A few 
major advantages are connected with this way of working. Trying to take decisions on the 
lowest possible level, using specialists in concerned problem areas to exchange 
information for decision making seems to be more effective than pushing decisions up 
to higher levels that have coordinative strengtbs but specialists weakness. To quote 
Shapiro:" An alternative to integrated decision making, of course, is to kick the decision 
upstairs to the CEO or at least the General Divisional Manager (in the PEBEI-IC case: 
the PD management M). But though higher executives have unbiased views, they lack 
the close knowledge of specialists. An open decision making process gets the best of both 
worlds, exploiting the evenhandedness of the general manager and the functional skilis 
of the specialists". So, PEBEI-IC in its position as an assembly plant should use customer 
information from MSO's as a guideline for performance and customer satisfaction, and 
it should use the PD management information (guidelines, policy) as a coordinating 
boundary. 

In spite of this, one may not put the requirements from the NO or PD- customers at a 
lower priority level. In contrary: requirements that are needed for coordination within 
the organisation are of higher priority than the requirements that are needed to cause 
higher customer satisfaction for end customers. The above described principle means that 
one should prioritize the requirements from the NO and PD organisations but at the 
same time must try to maximize the requirements that are direct related to requirements 
from "IC-buyers", aiming directly at increased customer satisfaction, and that one should 
try to minimize the amount of requirements that are needed for coordination, by good 
internal control and a clear external focus. 

When applying the QFD procedure in policy formulation, one bas to prioritize the 
sourees of which information is obtained about customer requirements. Wh en doing that, 
one might try to take such consideration in account. For even more inspiration on this 
issue, one might refer to Handy (1992) who wrote a very inspiring artiele on the 
subsidiarity principle at multinationals. 

3.1.4 OBTAINING CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS 

The QFD literature describes capturing the VoC (Voice of the Customer) as the most 
important part of the QFD process. And there is a clear reason why: product 
specifications or targets developed by QFD are largely dependant on the customer 
requirements that are specified. One of the strong points of the QFD-approach is that 
customer requirements can be translated into product specifications rather strictly, but 
one bas to take in account that the customer requirements for that reason will decide on 
the product outline. For QFD, the famous GIGO rule is valid. This makes the value of 
the obtained customer requirements deciding for the power to satisfy customers. The rest 
of this subsection is about theory on obtaining customer information. 
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The literature on QFD does not give a single, straight lined response to the question 
"How to capture the voice of the rustomer?" and the reason for this may be clear: the 
best way or the right way to obtain rustomer information depends on how the rustomer 
looks like, on what bis characteristics are e.g. bis willingness to cooperate, the tempo in 
which he changes bis preferences, on how the environment between rustomers and 
surveyor cooperates, on the importance and possible methods to detect attractive quality 
elements besides rustomer requirements, and on the time needed to detect changes in 
behaviour and react on it. Besides these there may be more factors that influence. An 
interesting artiele on obtaining the "Voice of the Customer" for QFD application is from 
Klein. However, also for this article, it is hard to estimate if the metbod described will 
be working very well in this situation, as he makes some assumptions on the group of 
target rustomers that bis artiele is about, like: the target rustomers are numerous, easy 
to reach, will to volunteer for interviews etc. 

As far as obtaining rustomer requirements from individuals and organisations, direct 
related to PEBEI-IC and from the NO and PD organisations is concemed, one might 
consider the rurrent way of working, funding rustomer requirements on the long term 
PEBEI-IC policy and the NO, PD policies, directives and obligatory control items to use. 
Taking these as a basis, one might consider conducting interviews with concemed people 
to getto backgrounds on important matters. The NO and the PD management know 
what they want from PEBEI-IC's annual policy and they can specify their requirements 
clearly. 

As far as the MSO's/RSO's/IC buyers are concemed, obtaining rustomer requirements 
is far more diffirult. There is not much known about these rustomers, and that is a 
necessity in advance if one wants to develop a procedure based on theory to obtain 
rustomer requirements from them. Once some idea of tbis kind of these rustomers and 
their situation is established, e.g. who are the high-priority rustomers, what is a 
representative sample of that group, and how can they be approached best, one should 
decide for a final system. When one bas such information, one might consider one of 
the following options. Whatever option is chosen or developed, it must be clear that 
gatbering rustomer information on these "end-rustomers" is no intemal PEBEI-IC 
matter: close and clear cooperation with all surrounding PHILIPS organisations is a must 
for success, as mentioned insection 3.1.3. Possible options might be the following: 

selecting MSO responsibles who are related to strategie rustomers, and 
conducting semi-structured interviews on rustomer behaviour. Before such 
interviews, the respondents should be informed rather well on the purpose of the 
interview and the questions. This possibility is only useful if one can select a very 
small group of MSO responsibles that are representative for all considered . 
establishing a report system, similar to the "Signetics Proprietary Need To Know" 
quarterly report, of which one finds some pages copied in enelosure 3.2. In such 
report, to be effective, it bas to be specified what the souree is for the reported 
information and which decisions are being taken based on this information. 
Although not excellent for obtaining rustomer requirements, it must be 
emphasized that such a report is capable of providing some picture of rustomer 
satisfaction and company performance very quickly. Most important condition for 
success of this report may be that a representative group of rustomers must have 
the habit to feedback their opinions on supply. The rustomers that now are 
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acrustomed to do so, more the USA rustomers than European or Asian 
rustomers, are not necessarily representative for all relevant rustomers. In this 
option, the central marketing department of the PD Semiconductors can play a 
very good role, as shown in enelosure 3.3, but only after good cooperation is 
established so that the information provided fits information needed by PEBEI
IC. 
A third alternative might be found in surveying the MSO's/RSO's in a relatively 
large scale. Such a survey could be the result of a rather detailed analysis of 
rustomer requirements in Taiwan, in close cooperation with the MSO Taiwan and 
its rustomers ( especially the intemal rustomers, of which one might expect more 
cooperation). The results are put in the mentioned survey, that aims to check the 
results of the 'Taiwanese" analysis. 

In addition to these altematives, one can consider the value of the "interfaces" that are 
used in the current intemal analysis: rustomer complaints handling, the customer 
satisfaction survey and the package development process. Together with these interfaces, 
one may consider the "future interface" between the MSO in Taiwan and PEBEI-IC, as 
in development by the NO CWQI office. This will be described in short in chapter 6 and 
enelosure 6.1, when a similar approach is practised. 

3.2 QFD ORIENTED POUCY FORMULATION PROCEDURE 

The foregoing section dealt with rather theoretica! aspects of the subject of research in 
this report. In addition, this section will describe how those theoretical aspects might be 
applied in a more practical way. This section presents a procedure to formulate policy, 
based on the QFD. theory. More precise, it is based on four articles on QFD from the 
ASI, Hales e.a. (1990), Hauser e.a. (1988), Sullivan (1986), one artiele on QFD and 
policy formulation from Sullivan (1988), and the QFD practise at PEI-CED in Chungli 
and the policy formulation practise at PEBEI-IC. Basedon these sources, a procedure 
is developed that could give the answer on: if we use the QFD principles to formulate 
policy, how would we (have to) do it? In addition, it might provide insight in the basic 
issue of this report, stated in chapter 1: If QFD can successfully translate rustoroer 
requirements into product specifications, can QFD then give advise to the policy 
formulation procedure to reach the same aim, namely to translate rustomer requirements 
into improvement targets, or: to establish feedback between rustomer requirements and 
quality improvements? 

In developing this procedure, it was not tried to give a perfect translation of a QFD 
product development procedure into a QFD policy formulation procedure. Also, it was 
not tried to give a ready to use, practical improved procedure to the current PEBEI-IC 
practise. In the development of this procedure, the aim was to be in between both: on 
one hand it had to reflect the theoretical fundamentals of the QFD theory and on the 
other it must have value for the current practise. 

Section 3.2.1 will present a schedule that shows the activities of the procedure in a 
schematical way. This subsection emphasizes activities and not so much the reasons why 
or the backgrounds. Also, section 3.2.1 will give a QFD chart that might be applied 
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according to the procedure. Section 3.2.2 describes the detailed procedure for QFD 
oriented policy formulation in the PEBEI-IC environment. Before starting to read this 
section, it might be wise to study the following figures well. 

Chapter 2 described the environment of PEBEI-IC. This section will describe how a 
company in such an environment might use the mentioned theory to obtain information 
from rustomers and to formulate policy aiming at quality improvements, meant to result 
in increased customer satisfaction. 

3.2.1 FLOWCHART AND USED QFD CHART 

The same procedure as the one that will be described next is presented in a flow-chart 
in figure 3.4. Enelosure 3.4 shows the procedure summarized in four steps. Figure 3.5 
shows the QFD chart that is developed according to the procedure that will be described 
in the next section. 
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3.2.2 POUCY FORMULATION PROCEDURE 

Before starting the procedure, the QFD team-memhers are identified and the sponsor 
of the procedure is identified. One may identify the department heads of PEBEI-IC as 
the teamand the GDM as team leader or supervisor. O&E responsibles may function 
as supporting staff. NO and PD representatives might be identified as sponsors of the 
team. It may be considered to have marketing responsibles from MSO Taiwan join the 
team as supporting or advisory staff-members. 

The first stage in the QFD policy formulation procedure begins with identification of the 
rustomer. In the case of PEBEI-IC and as far as policy formulation is concemed, this 
identification is hardly an activity for the QFD-team itself: it is a rather essential and 
well considered long term decision. As for this report, the rustomers are identified in 
four groups, identical to section 3.1.3: the PHILIPS Semiconductors management, the 
PHILIPS Taiwan NO management, the individuals and organisations that are directly 
related to PEBEI-IC, and the MSO's/RSO's of the PD Semiconductors with the people 
or organisations that buy IC's from the MSO's. The policy formulation procedure might 
be started by confirmation of the used definition by the sponsors. 

Then, rustomer requirements are identified for each group of rustomers. As mentioned 
in 3.1.4, it is not possible to develop a structure to obtain rustoroer requirements from 
the fourth group of rustomers without knowing and accounting with relevant situational 
factors. By lack of this knowledge, one may consider the following example in table 3.1. 
There is no evidence that this example will really be an improverneut in reality, as for 
a judgemeiit on that it is necessary to have experience and insight in the aspects that 
influence the process of obtaining information. Only with such vision one may judge if 
the example bere is a good example or a bad one. 
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table 3.1 

First, an analysis is made of changes in the environment that might influence the 
behaviour of end-customers in the future. Changes in the environment might be 
everything that is not accounted tor in the other sourees of information. One might 
think of new technology, macro-economie changes, politica/ changes etc. This first 
part of the environmental analysis should be as creative as possible, e.g. a 
brainstorming session or simi/ar methods. The second part should evaluate and 
structure the possible consequences of the items, produced in the first part (possible 
changescan beseen as causes, new requirements as possible effects). 

Bes/des this environmental analysis, a brainstorming session on attractive qua/ity in 
IC-products is done by PEBEI-IC respons/bles. In addition to the environmental 
analysis, this session focuses on possible new product improvements. The results of 
that session are evaluated and structured by the group on thelr posslble effect on 
customer behaviour. After this, the most interesting items of the attractive quality 
analysis are inputtoa customer satisfaction survey among Taiwan customers, as 
explained In enelosure 3.1. 

Then, Interviews are held with selected representatives of MSOjRSO's. The interviews 
are semi-structured and malnly concern three questions: What wil/ be the expected 
requirements of the relevant (strategie) customers (MSO-buyers) and what wil/ be the 
MSOjRSO requirements to PEBEI-IC in the near future? The challenges of the 90's 
sheets and MSO business plans of which enelosure 3.5 shows reference, may be a 
basis tor the answers. Secondly: what is the respondents reaction on the 
environmental analysis results? And third: what is the raspondent's react/on on the 
identified attractive quality elements: are they leading to new requirements? 

As aresult of the interviews of the MSOjRSO respons/bie, three lists should be 
created. All items on the lists should be considered as customer requirements. They 
should only be on the list if they are related to PEBEI-IC policy and if the respondent 
considers them important. Every item on the list has a score e.g. on a scale between 
1-10 that signifies importance (1= minor importance, 10=very important) in theeyes of 
the customer: the fourth group of customers as they were identified. The first list /s a 
list of all customer requirements, mentioned by the respondent himseff without any 
suggestion. The second list is a selection of the requirements that were originally the 
result of the environmental analysis, and the third list is a selection of requirements 
that originally were the results of the customer satisfaction survey. Scores and 
selection of the resulting items on the lists are both based on the react/ons of the 
respondent and the relat/on to policy formulation. They should not be the result of an 
interpretat/on of the Interviewer: the Voice of the Customer must be represented in the 
items. All items themselves and the scores should be based on "facts• instead of 
"experience• as much as possible and they must represent the customer-voice with a 
minimum of distartion of whatever source. 

To capture the customer requirements of the PD and NO organisations and the PEEEI
IC direct related, one may take the PEBEI-IC long-term policy, the NO president policy, 
the PD QI policy, the additional directives and the obligatory control items from both 
sides as main input. In addition to this, one might consider to conduct interviews with 
the concemed responsible of NO and PD to get their reaction on the results of the 
environmental analysis and the customer satisfaction survey, or one may focus attention 
on special issues in or out of the policy to get a better idea on the backgrounds of these 
issues. As a result of the interviews of the poli ei es analysis, one will also finish with three 
lists of customer requirements with a similar structure: one for PD, one for NO, one for 
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PEBEI-IC itself. Similar to the example, these lists should represent the "Voice of the 
Customer", and not the results of some analysis by PEBEI-IC. 

The results of a procedure like the one above may be combined with information on 
customer complaints handled by PEBEI-IC, as a seventh list. The information from all 
seven sourees should then be presented in the same way: a short description of the 
requirement that is related to increase customer satisfaction, and a score on a limited 
scale (1-10) that signifies importance in theeyes of the rustomer. Eventually, one might 
develop a competitor analysis for the obtained rustomer requirements as an eighth list. 
This competitor comparison list contains a multiplier that translates the PEBEI-IC 
performance related to competitor performance into a higher or lower overall 
importance rate. For example, if PEBEI-IC scores relatively good on a requirement, then 
the multiplier might be 0.75. If PEBEI-IC performance is equal, the multiplier might be 
1.00 and if the PEBEI-IC performance is relatively bad, then the multiplier might be 
1.25. 

The seven other sourees might now be given a weight. The addition of all weights should 
equal 1. This weight is a rather influencing factor, and should be determined with great 
care, as mentioned insection 3.1.3 and 3.1.4. The weights must represent the importance 
of the rustomer related to the source, and the relative value of the information obtained 
by that source. Now, for every item on the list, the overall importance can be calrulated 
by multiplying the rustomer-score of the requirement with the given weight of the source, 
and by multiplying this with the multiplier of the competitor performance-list. 

When rustomer requirements are obviously similar, then they can be joined by 
mentioning them on the final list only one time and by assembling the related overall 
importance scores. In this way, one will obtain the final list of customer requirements 
and a score for their importance. The QFD literature mentions the possibility to further 
structure this list into primary, "root" items and secondary and tertiary, "derived" items 
when the final list is constructed. This step becomes necessary if the list of rustomer 
requirements becomes long (200-300 items) and if many items are alike. It should also 
bè taken in this policy formulation case, but it does not seem to be necessary: the list of 
rustomer requirements is not expected to become too long. In case this may happen 
however, one should consider this structuring. Techniques for it are various, but essential 
for all is the remaioder of the uninfluenced "Voice of the Customer". 

As shown insection 3.2.1, the sourees of rustomer information can be filled in the "Why" 
area, together with their importance-weight. This "Why" area will then represent the 
answer on the question "Why does this product, or these rustomer requirements, exist?". 
The complete list of rustomer requirements itself may be put in the "What" area. This 
area represents "What the rustomers want from the PEBEI-IC policy". The matrix 
between the "What"-rows and the "Why"-columns represents firstly the final score that 
is calculated from the scores from the different sourees and secondly it represents the 
relation between each customer requirement and its source. The filled-in "What", "Why" 
and "What vs. Why" area may be seen as the output from the first stage. Before 
continuing with stage two, the QFD team feeds this output back to its sponsors. This first 
stage can be executed in October or November. 
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Stage two concerns an intemal analysis of the PEBEI-organisation. In this stage, the 
parameters that can respond to the above defined customer requirements, are identified. 

In a series of meetings of team-memhers who might be related to the subjects that will 
be discussed, it is considered for every customer requirement, every row in the matrix, 
what control items are related to this requirement: which clearly defined control items 
needs to be improved to cause higher customer satisfaction for this requirement. Every 
item that is decided to have a relation with the concemed customer requirement is noted 
down in the "How" area. This area represents the answer on the question: "How is 
PEBEI-IC going to respond to the customer requirements?" In the matrix in between the 
"How" and the "What" area can then be noted down what kind of relation exists between 
the requirement and the item by using one of the identified symbols representing the 
strength of the relation. 

To get agreement on this, the team may spend some time in discussing or holding 
brainstorming sessions. In consirlering which items to relate with a customer requirement, 
one must frrst consider the possible relations with the items that are noted down already. 
Then, the items on the list of obligatory control items from NO and PD should be 
considered. If there is no item from those three sourees that can be related to a customer 
requirement (i.e. minimal one strongly related item) then the team should consider to 
develop a new item that is related to the requirement. 

In the end, one may consider what to do with the obligatory control items that cannot 
be related to customer requirements and that therefore are not on the "How" list. Do 
these obligatory control items represent customer requirements that have failed 
identification and therefore, should the customer requirements list be changed? Or aren't 
they necessary for control to customer satisfaction and should they in spite of the 
obligation be neglected? 

When consirlering the relations between control items and a customer requirement, one 
might first check if the requirement is new or not, i.e. also apparent in the current chart. 
Development of the "Hows"-items and the "Hows vs. Whats"-relations may be the most 
difficult activity after obtaining customer information. This processis experienced to be 
rather time consuming, especially when many customer requirements are new each year. 
If however many customer requirements and many obligatory control items for next year 
are similar to the ones currently used, then the current chart can be a strong supporter: 
it will contain a lot of very valuable information and save a lot of time if one can rely 
on its information. In policy formulation, this seems to be the case: not every year, a 
fundamental new policy bas to be developed: the emphasis is rather on subtie changes 
which are supported by the QFD techniques. 

The result of the meetings is a filled-in matrix between "Whats" and "Hows". Each cell 
of the matrix contains blank for no relation, a symbol for a weak relation or an other 
symbol for a strong relation. This matrix represents how the company is going to meet 
the customer requirements. 

As a small example, one may consider the following: mid-october 1992, a brain-storm 
session was held to find possibilities to cut costs. Obviously, cost reductions is a 
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requirement from the PD Semiconductors-customer. So, one might consider this as a 
customer requirement in the "What" area of the chart. The brainstorm-session itself was 
meant to identify where costs can be reduced. As a foregoing or supporting question to 
this, one might have considered to question: what control items did we previously identify 
as related to cost-control items and how do these relations work? (the "Hows" area and 
the "Hows vs. Hows" area). The result of the brainstorming session and discussions might 
be: new insights in the relations, new relations or even new aspects of performance. 
Results of the session may therefore be applied to the chart. Causing changes, better 
insights in the overall picture and a better basis for next times' problems. The chart may 
be changed on the results of the session, if new insights are obtained. 

Immediately after the development of the control items and the relations between 
control items and customer requirements, the QFD team identifies the relations between 
the new control points itself. These relations are also defined by discussion or 
brainstorming of the QFD team and are noted down in the "Hows vs. Hows" area, with 
the identified symbols. 

After all "How's" are identified, the actual intemal analysis starts. First, the results of the 
presidentlal diagnosis are applied to the new control items. As far as the comments of 
the presidential diagnosis identify or give advise on improvement on one of the control 
items, these comments are related to the new control items. In the QFD-chart, the 
"Presidential Diagnosis" row in the "How Much" area can be used to fill in the 
percentage of selected comments that are related to each item. One'might see this as an 
indicator on how much reconsideration is needed. The identification of relations between 
the comments and the control items may not be easy. Furthermore, it should also be 
considered if every comment needs to be considered in this intemal analysis that leads 
to policy. 

As a second souree of intemal analysis, information is gathered on competitor 
performance. Where the control items are benchmarked with competitors, this 
information is collected and noted down in the "Benchmarking" row in the "How Much" 
area by giving the relative score of competitor performance to PEBEI-IC performance 
on a scale (1-10). 

Third and last, the new control items are initially appointed to one or more department 
heads that are assumed to be or to become responsible for that item. The interrelations 
between the control items may be a good help for this activity. Every department head 
receives question-sheets, one for every new control item related to him, and he is asked 
to fill in current performance on each item, major measures for improvement, target for 
this year, current completion rate and possible goal for performance next year. In 
relation to the major measures that are identified for each item and the interrelations 
between the items, it might be considered how practical and useful it is to develop 
scenarios for each item: "If this or that can stay under X, then this control item Y can 
be improved 5%". "If I get the opportunity to do this or that, then I will be able to 
improve this control item by Z%". The results of this analysis are gathered. For each 
control item, the current performance and the completion rate related to the current 
target are filled in, in the appropriate "How Much vs How" area. Also, the possible goal 
for next year related to the current performance are noted for every item. 
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The inputs to the second stage are the customer requirements list, the obligatory control 
items list, the current chart, the presidential diagnosis comments, benchmarking data, and 
the current performance as input. As output, one may consider the filled in areas in the 
QFD chart. After the second stage, the QFD team again provides feedback to the team 
leader and sponsors. The second stage might be finished in the beginning of December. 

In the third stage, the definitive major measures are formulated and the policy 
recommendation is developed. The first activity in this stage is calculating the relative 
importance of each of the control items. As mentioned in stage one, each customer 
requirement bas a relative importance score. Now, these relative importance scores from 
the customer requirements are transformed to relative importance scores of the control 
items by accounting with the relations identified between "Whats" and "Hows". 

There are two alternatives for such calculus. The first is called the Accustomed Technica! 
Importance calculation (ATI). This calculation is made by multiplying the weight of each 
relationship in the "What vs. How" with the relative importance of the concemed 
customer requirement. Then, for each control item, those values are summed. The result 
is the "standard importance" for each control item. The disadvantage of this alternative 
may be that the standard importance score for a control item depends on the amount of 
relations that related customer requirements have. If one customer requirement bas 
many more or many less relations with control items, then it will influence the standard 
importance scores relatively to much or too few. The Normalized Technica! Importance 
calculation (NTI) bas a correction for that deviation. This score is calculated by dividing 
the A TI score by the number of relationships that are tied to the concemed aspect of 
performance. 

Furthermore, one may consider the following: the "What vs. How" matrix is called 
balanced if ranking of both calculations of importance create a more or less equal list. 
This means that each of the "Hows" bas a relatively similar amount of relations in 
comparison with the other "Hows". If the matrix is unbalanced, i.e. the ATI-rank list is 
very different from the NTI-rank list, then one may conclude that some of the customer 
requirements have many more or many less relations with the aspects of performance. 
In that case, one may reconsider the consistency of the customer requirements and in the 
way relationships we re defined. lf however the matrix is balanced, then one may continue 
without hesitation. 

The ATI- and the NTI-score are calculated in the beginning of the second stage. The 
results show how important the control items are for the realisation of customer 
satisfaction. This score can be noted in the "How much vs. How" area of the QFD chart, 
of the QFD chart shown insection 3.2.1. 

The second activity of the third stage is somewhat similar to the first: now, the relative 
ability to improve is calculated. Each control item is evaluated by three sourees in the 
second stage: by the presidential diagnosis, the benchmarking Wormation and the 
question sheets. By giving each of these sourees a relative weight and an appropriate 
transformation by transforming the difference to the current performance into relative 
difference, one may calculate for each control item the "relative ability" to improve. 
Similar to the first stage, deciding on these weights is an important and difficult step. It 
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certainly needs management involvement and one may consider such decision as a long
term one. The weights can be filled in into the appropriate "How much" row. The values 
will represent the relative ability that every item bas to be improved next year. If a 
control item is related to many comments in the presidential diagnosis, bas a minor score 
in benchmarking and bas a high target set by the initia! responsible, then the relative 
ability will be high. If an item is related to few comments in the diagnosis, scores good 
compared to competition and bas a relative low impravement target for next year, then 
the relative ability score will be low. 

Now, the differences in relative importance value of each control item can be compared 
with the relative ability for improvement. Based on this, it may be decided what control 
items are the most important. Now, basedon such comparison and an analysis of the 
major measures provided by the question sheets, the final major measures can be 
developed. 

Also, by comparison of the relative importance values and the relative ability values and 
the interrelations between the control items, the targets can be developed that are the 
fundament for the policy recommendation. In addition to this, it can be decided which 
departments will be responsible for each item. The initia! targets and the responsible 
departments can be filled in the appropriate "how much" area. It may be clear that 
control items that have many interrelations, had better be brought under responsibility 
of the same departments. Of course, this is not always possible. 

After this, the policy recommendation can be formulated. Together with the major 
measures, this is the output of stage three. The policy recommendation is a responsibility 
for the QFD team. The input available to this stage is the result of the stages one and 
two. The tormulation of the major measures is a responsibility for the GDM. The policy 
recommendation should be ready in the first weeks of December. 

Stage four starts when the GDM receives the policy recommendation. Basedon this and 
the definitive major measures, he can formulate the GDM policy and the targets and 
responsible for next year. After discussion of this definitive policy, the control itemscan 
be deployed within each target by filling in the Cl-IP format in the QIC workshop. Then 
the policy and the targets can be presented to the sponsors. Comments from their side 
can be discussed and adapted. Furthermore, the policy formulation procedure can be 
evaluated by the QFD team. When the measures for impravement for next year's 
procedure are defined, then the formulation procedure ends. Before breaking-up the 
QFD team, one might consider to spend some time in evaluation of the used procedure 
and possible improvements in it for next year. 
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4 CURRENT POUCY FORMULATION PROCEDURE 

tigure 4.1: structure of the report 

This chapter describes the procedure which was used to formulate the 1993 policy. 
Section 4.2 describes these activities which are roughly grouped into four stages, similar 
to the description in chapter 3: stage 1: extemal analysis; stage 2: intemal analysis; stage 
3: identification of action needed, or in practical terms: analysis of opportunities and 
threats to identify impravement areas; stage 4: decision making. The stages from one to 
four and their activities are not necessarily chronological and in reality, they will overlap 
in time. Section 4.1 will first present the sameprocedure as mentioned in 4.2 but in a 
scheduled way. For reference, enelosure 4.1 shows the related pages from the Quality 
Status Report at PEBEI-IC. 

4. 1 FLOW CHART 

As in chapter 3, a flow chart is constructed that represents the activities and the 
information flow of the procedure that will be described. Enelosure 4.2 will also similarly 
summarize the four stages by mentioning their characteristics. The flow chart of the 
current procedure is shown .here in figure 4.2. 
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tigure 4.2: structure of the activities in the PEBEI-/C procedure 

4.2 FOUR STEP 1993 POUCY FORMULATION PROCEDURE IN 1992 

In the first stage, the extemal analysis, three sourees of information are analyzed. They 
are the customer satisfaction survey, the IC operadon business plan and thirdly an 
analysis is made of environmental changes in the politica!, economical, social and 
technological field. 

The customer satisfaction survey is described in chapter 2. It provides information from 
Taiwanese customers of PHILIPS and SIGNETICS I Cs, on about 28 different product 
aspects. In the analysis of this information, most attention is paid to product aspects on 
which PHILIPS scores bad compared to the competition. When these items are 
identified, a consideration is made whether PEBEI-IC bas the responsibility to improve 
these aspects. If this is the case, then these items are candidates for the Opportunities 
and Threats-list, that is the result of stage one. 

Besides the customer satisfaction survey, the current IC operadon business plan is 
considered. The major comments, advise or directives of NOor PD are bere taken in 
account when Opportunities and Threats are identified. 

As a third souree that can provide Opportunities or Threats, an analysis is made of the 
most important changes in the PEBEI-IC environment, especially in the political, 
economical, social or technologkal field. This is done by distributing a question sheet 
among the department heads, that asks to identify the major "extemal trends and 
possible events in the environments, that in the coming years may substandally influence 
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the business activities". A copy of this question-list can be found in the enelosure 4.3. 

These three sourees provide the information on which the Opportunities and Threats list 
in the SWOT table are based. This list is developed by discussion of the obtained 
information, by the department heads. When this list is completed, then one might 
consider the first stage as finished. This stage is under coordination of the O&E 
department and executed by all department heads, under supervision of the GDM. 
Extemal analysis takes place in November. 

Stage two in the policy formulation process is about an intemal analysis of the PEBEI-IC 
performance. The first activity in this stage is to analyze the PD quality improvement 
policy, the NO Taiwan president policy and the items from the long term strategy that 
will be or can be executed next year. Together with the policies, directives and obligatory 
control items from the NO and PD are taken in account. Basedon an analysis of this 
information, the control items for the next year are identified. Then, current and 
potential performance on the new control items is measured by two sourees that now will 
be mentioned. 

For analysis of current and potential performance on each new control item, an analysis
sheet is handed to the department heads that are related to the item. Apart from the 
question to measure current performance, the sheet also contains questions on what 
major measures will be taken to improve the performance and it is asked what the target 
for next year could be. Also, it is asked how the performance of PEBEI-IC can be 
compared to the competitor performance: can the current performance be seen as a 
strength or as a weakness? Enelosure 4.4 shows such a sheet. The analysis-sheets are 
handed out in a joint meeting of all responsibles, the main issues are discussed and after 
this, each participant is asked to complete bis sheet. Completing a sheet for a control 
item does not necessarily mean that person becomes responsible later if final targets are 
set. 

The second activity to provide internat information is the presidential diagnosis. Every 
six months, the PEBEI-IC company is audited by the NO Taiwan management. In this 
audit, PEBEI-IC presents its way of working and the NO management is invited to give 
comments on it. The result of the diagnosis is a list of about thirty comments of the 
auditors on the way of working (system and procedure) at PEBEI-IC. These comments 
are analyzed and a list of countermeasures is created as aresult of the comments. A part 
of them is executed immediately and kept out of policy. The comments that are 
fundamental might be considered when current and potential performance is measured 
on the control items. The presidential diagnosis is held twice a year (January and July), 
is related to all departments and the GDM and NO, and is coordinated by the O&E 
department Enelosure 4.5 represents the results of the diagnosis and the analysis of the 
results. 

As a result of the second stage, a list of definitive control items for next year is 
developed and for every item it is decided which department is going to be responsible 
for it. For every control item is considered whether it is a strength or a weakness, and 
the current and potential performance is measured and estimated. Similar to the first 
stage, the O&E department coordinates the activities in the this stage and the analyses 
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are made by the department heads, under supervision of the GDM, in November. 

In stage three of the policy formulation process, the results of the stages one and two are 
analyzed and related toeach other. In stage one, the importantaspectsof the superior 
policies and the long-term policy were identified, as well as the results of the customer 
satisfaction survey and the environmental analysis. The result of this stage was a list of 
Opportunities and Threats. In stage two, the control items were developed and the 
current and potendal performance was identified. Based on competitor performance 
comparison, the control items were identified as Strengtbs or Weaknesses. Also in stage 
two, an inventarisation is made on improvement actions for each control item. 

Now, in stage three, the interrelations between control items and the results of the 
extemal analysis are identified. In other words, it is considered which control items 
should be emphasized in target setting, to anticipate as well as possible on the 
Opportunities and Threats in the PEBEI-IC environment. Figure 4.3 shows the result of 
this analysis. In the matrix between intemal and extemal issues, values are stated that 
represent the strength of the relationship, or the possibility to anticipate on this extemal 
issue by means of the intemal issue. These relations are identified in a joint meeting of 
the department heads and the GDM, 13 people in total, who each can appoint zero, one 
or two points in each cell, signifying the strength of the relation with the row and the 
column. In this way, all scores are between 0 and 26. Then, the row-sums are calculated 
by adding all values in every row. The rows that have the highest row-sum are initially 
considered as improvement items for next year. The rows with a lower value are 
considered to be routine items. There is no formal importance-value attached to the 
different sourees that provide Opportunities or Threats, but it may be clear that some 
are more important than others in development of the major measures. When identifying 
the major measures by calculating the row-sums, these importance-differences are also 
considered. Besides the results of this SWOT analysis, the directives and instructions 
from superior organisations are taken in account when the major measures and the initial 
targets for the policy recommendation are formulated. 

After identification of the improvement items for next year, an analysis is made to 
identify which measures should be taken to improve performance on the identified items. 
This analysis is made by the department heads who discuss in groups the possibilities for 
improvement on the control items that they are related to. After these group-discussions, 
the conclusions are discussed in a joint meeting. 

In this way, a basis is laid for formulation of the targets for 1993 on the control items, 
by distinction between routine items and improvement items, and a basis is laid for the 
major measures and the 1993 GDM policy, by identification of the major measures for 
improvements. This is the output of stage three, that will be the input to stage four. 
Again, the activities of this stage take place in November and are executed by the 
department heads, coordinated by the O&E department and supervised by the GDM. 
In the fourth stage the GDM develops the new policy, with the policy recommendation 
and the identified major measures as inputs. This policy is then discussed by the GDM 
and the department heads. The result is a defmitive policy and definitive targets for the 
control items. This policy is then deployed within each department, by filling in the 
Control Items and I~provement Plan (Cl-IP) form. This deployment processis supported 
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by a policy formulation workshop that is attended by the QIC members. 

The definitive policy is issued to the superior organisations, the PD management and the 
NO management. H they might have comments on the policy, then these comments are 
taken in account. The actual issuing of the policy is an activity of the GDM. The 
deptoyment of the policy within each department is a responsibility of the department 
heads. The yearly policy is issued in December. Policy deployment also takes place in 
December. lts result is the new policy and the filled-in Cl-IP format. These can be found 
in Enelosure 4.6. 
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5 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PRACTISE AND THEORY 

figure 5. 1: structure of the report 

In the chapters 3 and 4, two procedures were described to formulate annual policy. 
Chapter 3 described the theoretical formulation procedure, and chapter 4 the procedure 
as it is applied at PEBEI-IC for 1993 policy. The aim of this chapter is to make an 
inventarisation of the differences between both procedures. Such inventarisation will be 
the fundament for the advise for improvement, the aim of the study in this report. 

As will be explained in chapter 7, the differences that can be identified between the two 
procedures are not necessarily areas for improvement, as the theoretical QFD oriented 
procedure for policy formulation bas not yet proven its excellence. With that in mind, . 
one should regard the differences between both as potential areas for improvement. 
Now, five major differences are identified of which may be expected that they indeed will 
lead to improve-ment. 
1 In the QFD procedure, the first step of product or policy design is to identify the 

target group of customers as specific as possible. Even weights are assigned to the 
different customers. This is done to create . a basis for obtaining customer 
requirements: only if "customers" are specified, otle can start to look for ways to 
obtain the "Voice of the Customer". Also, later on, it will become possible to 
measure customer satisfaction. 
In the case of policy formulation, the same is true. As described in chapter 3, the 
"target-customers" for the annual policy could exist of four groups. These four 
groups should provide the extemal information to annual policy and at these four 
groups, one might look for ways to measure their satisfaction of PEBEI-IC 
performance. 
The difference between the two procedures from this point of view lies in the fact 
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that the QFD approach makes a clear specification ·of the "target customer". In . 
the case of policy formulation at PEBEI-IC, such a clear specification is not 
made, although there is some general agreement that roughly the same rustomers 
as in the QFD procedure should be considered. 
For example, one might consider the environmental analysis at PEBEI-IC: bere, 
an analysis is made of changes in the environment that could influence PEBEI-IC 
performance either negatively or positively. What one would expect in QFD 
terms, is an analysis of changes in the environment, that could influence the 
expectations and the (potential) satisfaction of each customer to PEBEI-IC 
performance. If environmental changes influence PEBEI-IC performance, but not 
the expectations or (potential) satisfaction, then one inight consider if anticipation 
on these changes makes sense. 

2 Following on the identification of the group of target customers, the QFD 
procedure continues with the development and use of data sourees that provide 
the "Voice of the customer". This part is emphasized rather much in the QFD 
procedure, as the value of the obtained information is deciding for the success of 
the result of the procedure: Garbage In= Garbage Out. 
That is why attention is paid to information obtaining from the fourth group of 
customers: the MSO's/RSO's IC buyers. However, as mentioned in the part of 
chapter 3 that precedes the QFD procedure: it is difficult to do a suggestion on 
how these data sourees should look like, as there is few practical knowledge 
available. In the QFD procedure, an example is given of how such a structure 
could be and in addition, the preceding part to the procedure gives three possible 
alternatives. 
The difference between the QFD procedure and the current procedure, is that the 
QFD procedure puts more emphasis on the deyelopment and use of data sourees 
than the current procedure does now. The result of this bigger emphasis would 
at least be that insight would be obtained on the value of the information that is 
obtained now, especially on the fourth group of customers. This would result in 
maybe new or other data sourees and in placement of weights to each source, 
according to the value of the obtained information. 

3 In the QFD procedure, an analysis of interrelations between control items is 
made. This analysis, in QFD terms a "How vs. How" analysis, enables the QFD 
team to make trade-off like considerations like: putting more emphasis on 
improvement of this will have a negative effect on that. Or, more improvement 
on this Will facilitate better performance on that. Such analysis of interrelations, 
provided it is done well and used well, might enhance the extent to which the 
"overall potential to improve" is allocated. 
In the current procedure, such relations are present and also known by the 
decision makers, but mostly in an informal way. There is no general and formal 
agreement on these interrelations, which binders good use of them. 

4 In the QFD procedure, almost all information is expressed in numbers or weights. 
This provides the opportunity to make some calculus with the obtained 
information, with the aim to provide the opportunity for comparison of values 
with other values, like the relative importance scores of the "Whats". At PEBEI
IC, not all information that is collected is represented by numbers. As a result, 
only few calculations and thus comparisons can be made in the current practise. 
For example, · the QFD procedure demands the appointment of weights that 
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reflect the priority of rustomers and the value of the information source. Such 
appointment is very difficult and rigid, but facilitates a clear understanding of 
distribution of attention to customers, and facilitates the calculation of relative 
importance of the different customer requirements. At PEBEI-IC, such 
appointment of weights is not made with the result that such calculation cannot 
be made. 
Probably it is impossible to develop a perfect chart with perfect information. 
However, one might try to make "best guesses" that represent the feelings of the 
entire policy formulation team. Such "best guesses" would already be a step 
forward. 

5 The QFD procedure makes use of the QFD chart in which all relevant 
information is stored. In the PEBEI-IC procedure, several different charts are 
used. The advantage of the QFD chart is that it contains all information needed. 
This makes comparison and a quick overview possible. 

Apart from these five, one might consider the following differences. They will only be 
mentioned shortly in this report and will not be discussed further: 

The QFD procedure distinguishes sourees that provide internal information and 
sourees that provide extemal information. In the current procedure, this 
distinguishment is not always made that clearly: examples are the presidential 
diagnosis information and the obligatory control items. 
In the QFD procedure, the analysis of relations between "Whats" and "Hows" is 
evaluated by balancing of the "Whats vs. Hows" matrix, as described in the 
procedure. In the PEBEI-IC procedure, such evaluation is not made of the SWOT 
analysis. 
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6 IMPLEMENTATION OF SOME PROPOSALS 

tigure 6.1: structure of the report 

The differences of chapter 5 are all rather theoretical and one may argue the value of 
them as long as they have not proven their benefits in practise, especially as QFD . 
applications to policy formulation have not yet generally proven their value. The aim of 
this chapter is to apply some first pieces of the foregoing to practise. 

6.1 MSO SURVEY AND THE CWQI APPROACH 

In chapter 3 was mentioned that information on customer requirements is essential for 
good QFD application, both in product development applications as in policy formulation 
activities. Also was mentioned that there is little useful information available on the 
fourth group ofcustomers, the MSO's and the end-cttstomers at PEBEI-IC. It was also 
mentioned then that it is rather difficult at the moment to sketch a theoretical framework 
for obtaining customer information, that is sensibly applicable to current practise. 

To make a first step towards more clarity in this, a survey was conducted among MSO's 
in the South Bast Asia region. The aim of this survey was not only to obtain customer 
information that to some extent could be useful to policy formulation. lts aim was also 
to get insight in the information that is available at different niarketing and sales 
organisations. These aims are closely related: on one hand, it is not possible to ask 
information without knowing if this information is available, which would cause many 
unanswered or not retumed survey-lists. On the other hand, ü only easy questions are 
asked, there will never be insight in what information is available and which is not. 
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The survey, as it was conducted, bas been developed rather quickly. The advantage of 
this was that the results could be input to the extemal analysis made for the policy of 
1993, or at least, the results could be analyzed to see if they were useful in policy 
formulation of 1993 policy. The disadvantage howevet is that there was no optima! 
opportunity to develop an excellent survey that would hàve the best chance to success. 

To realize both aim.s as well as possible, the questions iii the survey identify first the 
competitors on the four market segments, then what the most important product-aspects 
are for the customer, and lastly how PHlllPS and the competitors perform on the 
different aspects. Besides that, the survey had an introduetion to the respondent that 
stated the need and the value for the use of the asked information. The respondents 
selected were MSO's intheSE Asia region, and of the region Japan/Korea, as it was 
assumed that these MSO's would be willing most to cooperate. In 1990, they took care 
of 17% of the sales of PinUPS I C's. There is no insight in the conneetion between these 
MSO's and the strategie or key customers of the PD Semiconductors. So, although this 
classification of end-customers is made by the PD, it cannöt be taken in account in this 
survey. There is no evidence that the MSO's that were sutveyed bere are a representative 
sample for all MSO's. 

To transform the obtained answers into input-information to the policy formulation 
process, first all information that is obviously not related to PEBEI-IC is excluded. Then, 
for all remaining product aspects, the relative performance related to competitors, and 
the amount of sales that is connected to each product aspect form a basis for selecting 
the most important aspects to improve. In this way, the input is created to a part of the 
"Why-area" in the QFD policy formulation procedure. 

The survey was carried by email. Enelosure 6.1 shows the survey as it was received by 
the respondents, and a guideline to process the answers. The survey was sent on 
October 8 1992. The time needed to answer the questions was estimated to be one hour. 
The available time was ten days. From the ten MSO's to which the survey was addressed, 
two responded before the deadline. Unfortunately, there was no possibility tosend the 
other respondents a reminder immediately after the deadlip.e. 

Processing of the results of the two responses resulted in then following conclusion: 
consirlering relative performance and related sales, then one should improve delivery 
aspects. Less important are improvement in product range or price, which are both only 
partially PEBEI-IC responsibilities. As far as the second aim is concemed, the following 
might be considered: the response of the MSO Taiwan, which was received, shows that 
the asked information is available at the MSO. Probably, other MSO's will then have this 
information, too. However, the low response percentage shows that the survey in the way 
it was held bere, is not the right way to get the information: inaybe providing information 
costs too much time for the MSO's, compared to the benefits they expect from the 
efforts. Maybe the survey should be easier to answer, motivation from the MSO's should 
be increased, or a representative sample should be selected. 
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After reception of the survey's an evaluation interview was held with the MSO officers 
in Taipei. The useful results of that evaluation are summarized bere. They may serve as 
initiators for future improvement: 

When answering the questions in the survey, in general two kinds of answers were 
possible. The first kind is an answer based on a rough and quick estimation based 
on experience. The second kind is an answer b~ed on facts as much as possible. 
This second kind costs a lot more time and is only sometime more correct. The 
survey does not specify what kind of answer is wanted. 
All of the questions were open-answer questions. This was done as there was 
insufBeient information to pose good closed-answer questions and as there was 
being aimed at answers that were as close as possible to the real answer. But, as 
appeared when answering the questions, it is rather difficult to give answers that 
are clear and single-interpretable in a limited space. Many of the answers given, 
especially on relevant product aspects, needed a clarification: one might rather 
think of interviewing instead of surveying. 
The survey can be made more user-friendly and less time consuming without loss 
of the obtained information. 
The question on relevant product aspects is not satisfying: for the respondents, it 
is not easy to consider whether product aspects are under PEBEI-IC responsibility . 
or not. 

The conducted survey is rather similar to the approach, developed by the NO CWQI 
office, for a similar aim as the survey namely information obtaining from the Taiwan 
MSO for PEBEI-IC. This approach from the NO CWQI office is not yet in use at 
PEBEI-IC. The plans and vision and the differences with the conducted survey are 
described in enelosure 6.2. · 

6.2 INTERVIEW ON CUSTOMER REQUIREMEN1S IN SEA 

In addition to the survey that is described in the foregoiilg section, an interview was held 
with Mr. E.K. Ong of the RSO SEA/ROW. The aim of this interview was rather similar 
to the aim of the survey, namely to obtain useful end-customer information and to get 
insight in the availability of that information. 

Mr. Ong is the bead of the RSO and therefore, he has a supervising function over all 
MSO's in the region. Taking this in account, it was assumed that he could provide 
information that is less detailed than the information aimed at in the survey, but more 
representative for the MSO's in the region. Besides, the information was expected to be 
clearer: semi-structured interviewing provides more opportunity to get clarity on complex 
issues and on backgrounds of given answers. 

The interview itself was started with an introduction, foliowed by open questions on 
relevant customer requirements. Later on, the lists that are given Îil enelosure 2.2 were 
used as a reference to check if elements of those listS were relevant to customers. The 
interview was held at the RSO head-office in Taipei, Taiwan and took one and a half 
hours. 
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The items on these lists appeared to be rather specific and too detailed for the 
respondent to estimate the relevancy of items compared to other items. As an answer on 
the first question however, the respondent provided a list that is shown below in figure 
6.2 that shows how an American end-customer, Maxtor, evaluates supplier performance. 
According to the respondent, this list is rather representative for requirements of end
customers in the SEA/ROW region. In addition to this list, the responded added that in 
general, product quality was perceived rather good by the customer. Delivery and service 
aspects like complaints handling however were less than performance of competitors and 
could be candidates for improvement. Price was according to him less relevant to end
customers: if performance is good on product quality, delivery and service, then price 
could maybe even be a little bit higher. 

The result of the interview was on one hand the obtained information which seemed to 
be useful for policy formulation. Apparently, actions for improvement should be on 
delivery and service aspects. On the other hand, insight was obtained on how much 
information was available at the RSO head-office. This appeared to be general 
information on a large area, which is a good contribution to the results of a survey alike 
the one conducted. 

6.3 USE OF QFD CHART AT 1993 POUCY FORMULATION 

To get insight in the value of the chart that was developed in chapter 3, the information 
that was used to formulate the 1993 policy was put into this chart where possible. The 
aim of this was to see to what extent the QFD chart itself .might contribute to current 
policy formulation. 

Processing the information into the chart is done in two steps: in the first step, the 
information that was used for the 1993 policy is put into the chart areas where it fits 
best. Then in step two, some information is added that would have been available in the 
QFD procedure. 

During the description of these steps, comments are given when necessary. Mter this 
second step, a chart will be shown that was developed by one of the supervisors of this 
study, Mr. T J. Lin, that anticipates on the developed QFD chart. It will be clear that by 
taking these steps, there will not emerge a comparison between the actual policy 
formulation procedure and the QFD procedure. There will only emerge a comparison 
between the documents used in these procedures. 

To begin with the first step, an inventarisation is made of the information that was used 
to formulate 1993 policy. This information exists of the following documents: the SWOT 
analysis, the relations between the opportunities, threats and the sourees from which they 
were obtained, the list of control items for 1993, the responsibles for the control items, 
the current performance on the control items, the expected .targets for the control items 
provided by the responsibles, and lastly, the initial targets that provide the basis for the 
policy recommendation to the GDM, which is aresult of the foregoing documents. These 
documents are shown in enelosure 6.3 in their original form, where possible. 
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Where necessary, the values shown bere are modified from real values to fake values, 
to keep the real information exclusively for use at PEBEI-lC. Although this report only 
shows the fake values, it bas been proven that real values cán be applied exactly identical 
to the fake values. 

The information in these documents was put into the QFD chart, in the areas where it 
fitted best. Taking in account the origin and the function of this information and the 
functions of the different areas in the QFD chart, an allocation table was made that is 
shown in table 6.1. 

table 6.1 

PEBEUC document 

SWOT analysls 

or/gin of opportunitles and threats 

1993 control items 

respons/bles tor control items 

cu"ent performance on control items 

expected targets tor control items 

Initia/ targets tor control items 

QFD chatt tuea 

* opportunities and threats In 
Whatarea• 
* relation with strengths and 
weaknesses in What vs. Why" area 

* sourees óf information In the 
W1JVarea 
* relat/ons In the What vs. W1JV 
area 

* "How- area 
* dimensions of control items in 
the "How vs. How Much" area 

* deparlments in the "How Much" 
area 
* deployment in the "How vs. How 
Much" area 

* "How vs. How Much" area 

* "How vs. How Much" area 

* "How vs. How Much" area 

The result of this allocation is a QFD chart that is shown in. figure 6.3. One can see that 
the information that is shown in enelosure 6.3 is put in the allocated areas. Besides this, · 
the "How's vs How's" area is added to the chart as this is a usual part of the QFD chart. 
An analysis that is oomparabie with the "How's vs. How's" analysis is not made, as was 
pointed out in chapter 5 so this area is left empty. Furthenilore, a competitor comparison 
is added in the "How Much" area, that shows a comparison to performance of 
competitors on the control items. 

l 
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Lastly, five graphs were added. The first is in the "Why" area and shows the relative 
importance of the customer requirements. In the PEBEI-IC procedure, there was no 
rating made of how important customer requirements are, so, each customer requirement 
bas an equal relative importance. 

Second and third, graphs were added that show the relative importance of the control 
items. Both graphs have the same aim, namely to identify how strongly improvement on 
the control items will result in better response to the customer requirements, or in 
PEBEI-IC terms, how strongly the control items can be used to anticipate on the 
opportunities and threats. The two rows make use of different calculations and lead 
therefore to different relative importances: the first row with the A TI-score is calculated, 
based on the strength of the relation between a control item and the customer 
requirements, and the importance of the customer requirement. The second row with the 
NTI-scores is basedon the strengthof the relation with the customer requirements, the 
importance of the customer requirements and the other relations of a customer 
requirement withother control items. Although Hales e.a. (1990) describe the NTI scores 
as better, in this case which bas some deviations totheir examples, the ATI scores are 
considered to be better. So, as far as technical importa.D.ce of the control items is 
concemed, the A TI scores wi11 be taken in account and the NTI scores are only given 
as a reference. 

Then, the fourth row of graphs presented in figure 6.3 shows the relative ability to 
improve on each control item. This score is based on the results of the intemal analysis. 
Although this information is present in the current pröcedure, such ability score was not 
calculated. So, the row in the "How Much" area shows for the moment all equal values. 

The last row of gra:phs is also in the "How Much" area and shows improvement on the 
control items, which is put forward to the GDM as a recommendation for 1993 policy. 
In this way this graph shows the result of the decisioli making process that is studied 
bere. The values put down bere are the result of the considerations made on the intemal 
strengtbs and weaknesses, in the chart represented by the intemal analysis information 
and the "ability to improve" values in the "How much" area on one hand and the extemal 
opportunities and threats information and the "relative importance" values in the "Why 
vs. What" area, the "What vs. How" area and the "How Much vs. How'' area. 

The figure 6.3 is the result of the first step in the development of the QFD chart. The 
activities in the current procedure are related to the chart that was shown. Now, in step · 
two, some information wi11 be added that would have been available as a result of the 
QFD procedure. The chart wi11 be extended with this information, and it wi11 be 
explained what use the extra information bas. These extensions are closely linked to the 
differences that were identified in chapter 5, between the current procedure in chapter 
4 and the QFD oriented procedure of chapter 3. 

The information that is added in the second step exists ofthree parts. Weights have been 
appointed to the sourees in the "Why" area, the "How vs. How" area is filled in and 
thirdly, weights have been appointed to the sourees that provide the intemal information. 
The result of these additions is shown in figure 6.4. 
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In the "Why vs. How" area, the sourees that were consulted have received equal weights 
to a total of 1. If a souree is related to a "What" element, then this relation is said to be 
1. By calculating the weighted average of each customer requirement, the relative 
importallee values can be obtained. These values represent now the following thought: 
if a "customer requirement" is mentioned often when consulting the sources, then this 
requirement becomes more important. As a result of these changes, the relative 
importallee values of the "Whats" also change, both the A TI calculation as the NTI 
calculation, however, not very much. 

As mentioned before, the "How vs. How" area is filled in with information that is no 
result of a "How vs. How" analysis. Instead, the structute between the control items is 
presented bere, which is roughly similar information. It shows that when improvement 
is realised on a certain control item, e.g. 3.1 order lead time, this will facilitate 
improvement on 3 key customer RLIP. With improvement on item 3.1, it will become 
easier to improve item 3, as they have a strong positive relation. 

The third addition that was made to complete the chart is ·the appointment of weights 
to the sourees that provide information on intemal analysis. These weights are equal with 
a total of one, so 0.25 for each of the four sources. Also, the scores on the intemal 
analysis sourees were mutated: ''better" in the benchmarking sourees was altered to 1, and 
"worse" to -1. Similarly, "yes" in "completion" and ''better target next year" was altered to 
1 and "no" to -1. The "presidential diagnosis" souree was not taken in account as there 
were no comments this year that were important .and suitable enough to take in 
consideration. 

By these alterations, it beoomes possible to calculate the weighted average on the scores 
of the intemal analysis sources. These weighted averages are put down in the "(relative) 
ability to improve" values in the "How Much vs. What" area They have the following 
meaning: if a score is very positive, then a strong improvement on this target is realistic. 
Such a strong positive value is obtained when performance on control item is bad 
compared to competitors and when the 1992 target is reached and improverneut is said 
to be possible by the responsibles for the 1993 target. Astrong negative value means that 
improverneut is difficult and decrease in performance is realistic. Such value is appointed 
toa control item when the performance of PEBEI-IC on that item is better than the 
competitor score, and when the 1992 target is not teached and the prediction of the 
responsibles is bad for 1993 performance. 

To provide insight in the value of the chart that is created in this way, figure 6.4, will 
now be described how the targets for 1993 control items can be developed from the 
chart. 

The targets for the control itemscan be set based on.two graphs. The first graph is the 
relative importance calculation ( one of A TI or NTI), and the other graph is the ability 
to improve value. Some control items have a high relative importance score which is 
represented by the first bar, e.g. 1 to 1.3 or 4 to 43 oil new product ration or TQE 
assessment, as they are strong related to many important customer requirements. 
Improverneut on other control itemsappears to be less important. 
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For some control items there is opportunity to improve, as shown by the second graph, 
as competitors perform better than PEBEI-IC performance, or as the 1992 target is 
completedor as responsibles think they can improve next year. Similarly, other control 
items have few or no opportunity for improvement. Examples of the first group are e.g. · 
1 to 13, 3.2, 6.1 and 7 to 9. Examples of the second group are 3.5, 2.1 and 2.2, 3.1 and 
33. 

Combining the values in these two graphs, then it can he observed that for some control 
items, improvement is considered to he important and possible, e.g. 1 to 1.4. On these 
items, one might decide to aim for a relatively large improvement for next year. Other 
items, like 2 to 2.2 appear to be less impbrtant for improvement and seem to he more 
difficult to improve. In this case, one might decide for a target that maintains the current 
performance or a relative small improvement. Furthemiore, some items are important 
for improvement but are difficult to improve, e.g. 4 to 4.3. On these items, one should 
pay most attention, as improvement bere is difficult but valuable. Targets on these items 
would depend on the improvement that is realistic under the assumption that everything 
is done to realize improvement. Lastly, there are control items of which performance is 
relatively easy to improve, but that have relatively few importance, like items 7 to 9. For 
these items, one might decide for targets which are improvements which do not ask too 
many effort or attention that otherwise could be appointed to other targets. 

Especially in the last two cases, relatively high importance with low ability to improve, 
and low importance with high ability to improve, the interrelations between control items · 
are important. In the first case, attention to and a higher target for other control items 
that are positively related, might facilitate improvement on these items. In the second 
case, other control items that are negatively related and that have higher priority for 
improvement, could he a reason to restriet the improvement target on one item. 

As mentioned, the chart that is shown in this report. does not contain real values, but 
fake values. Similar to this chart, a chart with real values was developed to provide a 
comparison to the actual procedure. In both charts, the one with the faked values and 
the one with the real values, show some inconsistency with the considerations made 
above: some targets, represented in the last graph, are extremely high or low where this 
was not expected and according to the considerations, not justified. These inconsistencies 
proved to he a good input to discussion on the value of this chart and the way of thinking 
bebind it. 

As a reference, this chapter concludes with figure 6.5, which shows a chart developed by 
one of the company supervisors of this study. This chart is made with inspiration of the 
QFD charts as mentioned, but with some mutations. Roughly, these mutations are the 
following: 

-the chart is constructed in such a way that it can he filled in from top to bottom, 
when the 1993 procedure is followed, so it is a little chronological; 
-the chart has an analysis of control items: the top rows explain why the control 
items are taken in account; ' 
-it bas some extensions in the area that shows how targets are deployed to 
department level. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

tigure 7. 1: structure of the report 

In this chapter, the conclusions of the study will be mentioned with reference to the aim 
of it as described in chapter 1. Section 7.1 wil1 describe how the conclusions were 
obtained and what they are and which recommendations follow out of these conclusions. 
Then, section 7.2 will be on the value of the conclusions. 

7.1 CONCLUS/ONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In chapter 1, the objective of this study was described as: "to give advise on how to get 
closer to the situation in which quality improvements are backed.-up by customer 
requirements". ~t was mentioned that the study would limit itself to the quality 
improvements made in the policy formulation procedure at PEBEI-IC and it was 
mentioned that the QFD theory would be the angle from which this procedure would be 
approached to get to advise. 

Then, in the following chapters, a procedure was outlined that was based on QFD theory 
and this procedure was compared to the current procedure. The result of this comparison 
was a list of differences in chapter 5 that is the basis for the "advise for improvement 
towards quality improvements, backed-up by customer requirements". The five most 
important items of the list are repeated bere in short: 
1 It would be better to have a clear and explicit description of which organisations 

should contribute input information, as external information, to PEBEI-IC annual 
policy. In QFD words, there is no clear and explicit description of the target-
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customers of the annual policy product. Informally, there is not much 
disagreement about this, but according to the QFD theory, it would be good to 
describe the target customers as well as possible. 

2 The QFD theory demands to consider the quality of the sourees that provide 
extemal information. The result of this consideration would, together with the 
importance of the customer, result in the weights appointed to the different data 
sources. In the case of PEBEI-IC, there is understanding of the quality of the 
different sources, but this understanding is not taken in account when the 
information is received. Besides, there are efforts for improvement on the 
information to obtain from the fourth group of custoiners, the end-customers and 
MSO's/RSO's. However, the situation is too unclear to give advise for 
improvement for this. 

3 It would be better for target-setting to make an analysis of interrelations between 
control items. This analysis, in QFD terms a "How vs. How" analysis, would be a 
good contribution when the initial targets for recommendation are formed. In the 
current practise of PEBEI-IC, there is some understanding of which control items 
are related to each other, but this information is not made explicit and is not 
explicitly used in PEBEI-IC policy formulation. 

4 In the QFD procedure, almost all information is expressed in numbers or weights. 
This provides the · opportunity to make some calculus with the obtained 
information, and it provides the opportunity for comparison of values with other 
values. At PEBEI-IC, not all information that is collected is represented by 
numbers. Also, there are only few calculations made in the current practise. 
According to the QFD procedure, such calculations and comparisons are the basis 
for decision making, which means that PEBEI-IC would improve by doing so. 

5 The QFD procedure makes use of the QFD chart in which all relevant 
information is stored. In the PEBEI-IC procedure, several different charts are 
used. According to the QFD procedure, PEBEI-IC would improve by application 
of such a similar chart. 

Especially these five items on the list seem to be not only differences between actual and 
QFD procedure, but also seem to be potential areas for improvement. Especially these 
items should be considered as advise for improvement. lf it is assumed that application 
of the QFD theory to policy formulation activities will result in the same results as 
application of the QFD theory to product development, then one might consider all 
items on the list and the unmentioned differences as the advise for improvement. 

One may consider the following concrete recommendations that are based on the 
conclusions: 
1 to extend the experience in obtaining customer requirements by continuation of 

"experiments" like the MSO survey, the interview with sales representatives, closer 
cooperation with other PlllLIPS organisations; 

2 to make the analysis of interrelations between control points a standard activity 
when control items are identified. Such should be done with an explicit result, to 
be useful as a basis for target setting. 

3 to express estimations and opinions clearer and more tangible by use of numerical 
scores instead of terms like good or bad, much or few, important or not important 
within the whole procedure of formulation of policy; 
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4 to consider the value of standardisation of QFD-based chart like the one shown 
in chapter 3 or chapter 6; 

Furthermore, it would be recommendable to continue the study on application of QFD 
theory to this practical field, e.g. by invitation of QFD specialists or colleagues to 
exchange experience and estimate its value for this practise. 

7.2 VALUE OF THE CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

As mentioned in chapter 1, the assumption made in the foregoing section can be a 
subject to criticism: there is no clear evidence that application of QFD techniques to 
policy formulation will result in a policy formulation procedure that bas the same 
benefits of a QFD oriented product development procedure. 

However, the assumption is plausible: product development and annual policy 
formulation are roughly similar processes, as mentioned in chapter 3, and various articles 
in literature, like the literature from ASI and LP. Suilivan (1988) confirm this 
plausibility. To obtain insight in the value of the advise, chapter 6 was devoted to the 
implementation of the advise. 

Now, at the end of the study and with some implementation of the advise done, one 
might try to summarize the experience in this study of application of QFD theory to · 
annual policy formulation activities. Will QFD application to policy formulation really 
result in similar benefits as QFD application does in product development activities? In 
relation to this question, one consider the following: 
1 QFD, by its rationality and maybe its rigidness, identifies problems, but does not 

solve them. Examples are the identification of the "customers of PEBEI-IC 
policy", the assignment of weights to extemal sourees that provide customer 
requirements and the assignment of weights to intemal sources. The QFD theory 
pays attention to these issues. It demands from the user, the QFD team, that 
agreement is reached on these questions without compromising clarity. 
One might see this as a disadvantage, certainly in the short term, as problems are 
created and not solved, but one might see this also às an advantage, especially in 
the long term: the QFD theory demands rational considerations and facilitates 
discussions on these issues with the aim of a clear and defendable result. 

2 It is rather difficult to distinguish a good policy formulation from a bad policy 
formulation. There are no clear and universa! indicators that show if a procedure 
to formulate policy is good or bad. One might for example regard increased 
customer satisfaction, increase in market share, net profit, completion to target 
or the extent to which customer information is obtained as indicators of "the 
quality" of the policy formulation procedure, but they are all bad indicators. Only 
when such indicators are chosen and measured, one can make a statement on the 
contribution of QFD theory to policy formulation. 
QFD theory is known for its emphasis on customer requirements and for its 
rationality. Suilivan (1986), mentions the ability of QFD to reduce the number of 
engineering changes of a new product after the first product is produced. The 
PEl-CE monitor plant in Chungli experienced, when applying QFD in product 
design, that the QFD procedures took rather much time and effort. Furthermore, 
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the QFD chart is clear and might lead to easier understanding and maybe 
cooperation of the measures taken. 
So, application of QFD to policy formulation will change the policy formulation 
process. Only if it is clear what indicators are used to judge the performance of 
policy formulation, then one can say if the changes made by QFD are 
improvements. Basic advantage of application of QFD theory is in general 
experienced to be that the whole process from beginning to end will become 
clearer, not only for the people that work with it, but also for the surrounding 
people (customers). In this way, it beoomes easier to make changes in the product 
etc. when the environment or input changes and besides this, it will beoome easier 
to show these changes. Application of QFD theory to policy formulation will 
probably have the same effect. 

3 QFD is not standard and not universa!: different authors describe QFD in a 
different way. They all mention that each QFD application should find its own 
form. This means that it becomes difficult to say whether QFD is implemented 
or not, or how much theory should be adapted. This is true, especially for policy 
formulation, as much literature is devoted to product design. 

Concluding, one might decide that QFD application to policy formulation is interesting: 
in this study, it bas led to issues that might be considered, the list of differences or 
advise, and it bas resulted in improvements to some extent in the implementation. One 
might decide to oonsider QFD as a souree of inspiration for oontinuous improvement, 
with the comments above in mind. In addition to this, one may take the remarks in 
chapter 3 on obtaining customer requirements at heart: policy formulation, whether QFD 
oriented or not, will always be based on extemal information to be a basis for success 
in terms of quality or customer satisfaction. 

Yoji Akao (1991) advised about quality charts:"Copy the spirit, not the form". Similarly, 
one might oonclude that the same is true for QFD application in policy formulation: One 
should copy the QFD spirit, not the QFD form. 
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